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Photologging— 

An Aid to High 

Engineering 

i 
| 

‘Reported by ‘WILLIAM T. BAKER and 
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, Highway Engineers 

‘Programs Division 
} 

Photologging, a photographic process 

| that can be used to acquire visual data 

onthe highway and roadside (a photolog) 

_ has captured the interest of highway 

officials and engineers in many State 

_ highway departments. Because of this 

interest the study reported in this 

article was conducted to evaluate this 

rather new technique and to determine 

what types of equipment are suitable for 

the purpose, as well as what problems are 

likely to be encountered by _ those 

_ intending to produce photologs. 

To distinguish between the different 

types of cameras and other equipment 

used in the study, equipment names and 

model numbers are given. The mention- 

ing of any product is not to be construed 

as an endorsement of that product, as 

comparisons of the different makes of 

equipment were not intended. 

Introduction 

} 
relatively new data-gathering method has 

been developed during the last several 

_years to help highway engineers acquire visual 

information about the highway and its envi- 

ronment. The technique, known as photolog- 

ging, is a photographie process in which pictures 

of the highway are taken at equal increments 

of distance from a moving vehicle to produce 

@ static pictorial record, or photolog, of the 

highway cross section. 

A photolog is not a motion picture of the 

highway. Motion pictures are produced by ex- 

posing a certain number of film frames in a 

given increment of time—24 frames per second 

for normal motion. Photolog pictures are 

usually based on distance traveled, rather 

than on time. If a series of pictures taken at 

intervals of 1/100 of a mile is desired, the 

frame rate would be 1 per second when the 

' Also published in the July 1970 issue of Traffic Engineering. 
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TRAFFIC OPERATIONS 

camera is traveling at about 36 miles per hour. 

So that the vehicle carrying the camera does 

not have to maintain a fixed speed, a device 

that actuates the camera at the proper incre- 

ment of distance traveled can be attached to 

the vehicle odometer. 

Because of requests for photologging infor- 

mation from State highway departments inter- 

ested in filming their highways, a study was 

conducted by the Federal Highway Adminis- 

tration to evaluate this new technique. The 

objectives of the study were (1) to show 

application of this technique to the Interstate 

Highway System by producing a photographic 

record of I-495,; the 65-mile Capitol Beltway 
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Figure 1.—Camera installed on floor mount. 

around the metropolitan area of Washington, 

D.C., and (2) to provide knowledge about the 

equipment ‘and the methods required to film 

the highway and its environment from a 

moving vehicle, thus enabling the Federal 

Highway Administration to offer assistance to 

the States. Technical support was given by 

the equipment manufacturers whose products 

were used in the study. 

At present, highway organizations in about 

20 States are considering a photolog of their 

highway systems. In at least four of these 

States, equipment has been purchased and 

work soon will be underway. Although the 

technique was first used in Iowa in 1959, 

Oregon was the first State to film its highway 

system completely and to use the photolog in 

day-to-day operations. 

Procedure 

The scope of the study included searching 

out cameras and viewing equipment that 

would be suitable for producing a photolog; 

for taking pictures from different mounting 

heights and angles so that overall views of 

highway cross sections could be evaluated; 

and for determining, through actual filming, 

the problems likely to be encountered by those 

who contemplate producing a photolog of 

highway system. It was beyond the scope of 

the study to perfect camera mounts, to design 

a vehicle exclusively for photionniie or to 

perfect instrumentation for the secondary 

optical sy tem to provide data on each film 

frame. Accordingly, camera-vehicle configura- 

tions were of a temporary nature, and the 

design of permanent photologging schemes was 

left to those who plan to film on a regular 

operational basis. 

During the project approximately 800 feet 

of 35mm. film was used to photograph the 

Capitol Beltway, I-495, that encircles the 

70 

Washington, D.C. metropolitan area. An 

additional 900 feet of 35mm. test film was 

used to evaluate different camera positions, 

travel speeds, and lighting conditions. 

A photolog consisting of short segments of 

film was also produced to illustrate the 

following components of the highway system: 

e Rural railroad grade crossings (Fairfax 

County, Va.). 

e Arterial streets (U.S. 1 

Alexandria, Va.). 

and U.S. 236, 

Figure 2 

Memorial Parkway, Va.). | 

e Urban streets (Wisconsin and Pennsyl, 
vania Avenues, Washington, D.C.). 

e Two-lane State highway filmed with thi 

camera facing opposite to the direction o/] 

travel (Route 123, Fairfax County, Va.). 

¢ Complex interchange with old design! 
standards (I-95, U.S. 350, through the Mzzin| 

Bowl, Arlington County, Va.). 

e Two interchanges (I-95 and I-495, Va.¥ 

1-495 and I-270S, Md.). q 

e Typical parkway (George vn 

1 

Yo 

Photographic equipment 

Both the 16mm. and the 35mm. film forma 7 

are suitable for photologging; however, th) 

35mm. film format was used in the study req 

ported here because of its superior picture | 

The frame area of most 35mm. film is apy 

proximately 214 times as large as that of th 

16mm. film, providing better resolution ani 

definition. 

The following photographie equipment wa 

used: 

Camera systems 

¢ Robot Motor-Recorder 24 ME Camere 
e Automax G-2 Cine/Pulse Camera. 

e Flight -Research Model 207 Maultidat 

Camera. 

Portable video tape system 

Sony Portable Videocorder in DV K-240 

Videocorder Duplicator CV-220 

Video Monitor CVM-2200 

The Robot Camera had a 100-foot day 

light-loading film magazine, a shutter speed ¢ 

1/250 of a second, a 35mm.-wide angle len; 

and a secondary optical system capable c 

photographing an external data display. 

The Automax Camera was an older Mode 

G-2 with a 100-foot film magazine, a shutte 

speed of 1/500 of a second, and a 28mm.-wid 

angle lens. Unlike the other two camera; 

} 

| 

2.—Camera installed on driver’s-eye mount. 
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his particular camera was equipped with an 

ntervalometer (time actuating mechanism) 

ind could not be actuated by any other means. 

Che Automax had a data box, containing a 

LMiniter and a clock, attached to the camera 

yody, and used a secondary optical system 

o record data on each picture frame. 

The Flight Research Camera had a 400- 

oot film magazine, a shutter speed of 1/500 

fa second, a 28mm.-wide angle lens, auto- 

Pas exposure control, pin registration, and 

. data box containing a counter and recording 

late. Pin registration is an internal mechan- 

sm that accurately positions each frame in the 

ame location on the film pressure plate. 

Ithough pin registration is not necessary for 

hotologging, it may be a desirable feature 

the camera is used for other purposes. 

The Sony video unit had a 20-minute tape 
corder, automatic exposure control, and a 

6-64mm. zoom lens. 

The instrumentation recorded by the 

condary optical systems of the cameras 
as not perfected, as it was sufficient to know 

hat each camera could record identification 

.ata and accurately position it on each frame. 

amera position 

Three camera positions were evaluated: 

oor mount at the headlight height (fig. 1), 

ipod mount at the driver’s eye height (fig. 2), 

nd roof mount (fig. 3). 

The floor-mounted position was used to 

etermine whether sufficient information to 

erform pavement life studies could be ob- 

ined; the driver’s eye height to determine 

hether the driver’s eye view of the highway 

as significant, and whether features of the 

highway environment, not otherwise observed 

t the lower mounting height, could be seen; 

nd the roof mount to learn whether more 

_hysical features of the highway and its en- 
ironment, than were available from lower 

ositions, could be seen. 

‘UBLIC ROADS ® Vol. 36, No. 4 

i Figure 3.—Camera installed on roof mount. 

The same section of highway was photo- 

graphed from all three positions for each test 

run so that comparisons could be made. The 

test runs also provided information as to 

which camera features were necessary for 

photologging. After the test runs were com- 

pleted and the results reviewed, a single 

camera and a single viewing position were 

selected to film the Capitol Beltway. 

Film 

The film used was Eastman Kodak Color 

Negative Film, Type 5254, which has an 

ASA rating of 100 for 3,200 K (indoor) 

lighting. For use outdoors, a No. 85 or 85B 

Wratten filter was required for proper color 

balance. The filtration lowers the ASA rating 

to 64. 

Vehicle 

A 1963 Ford Econoline Van (fig. 3) was 

used as the test vehicle. A speedometer 

impulse unit was connected to the regular 

odometer in the vehicle to provide an elec- 

trical impulse to actuate the camera at 1/100- 

mile intervals. The vehicle was equipped with 

a roof-mounted portable generator that 

provided 115-volt alternating current for 

camera operation. 

Speeds of 30, 40, and 50 miles per hour 

were maintained for each test run to determine 

the combined effect of vehicle speed and 

camera shutter speeds on picture clarity. 

Camera alinement was changed for the 

different test runs as follows: 

© Straight ahead and level. 

e Straight ahead and 5° down. 

e 10° to the right and 5° down. 

® 10° to the right and level. 

As a result of the test runs, it was deter- 

mined that a camera mounted on the roof 

of the vehicle, positioned 10° to the right and 

5° down, provided the best coverage of all 

highway features. A driving speed of 40 m.p.h. 

was selected for filming the Beltway. 

Viewers 

There are two principal types of film 

viewers and three basic 35mm. film formats— 

full-frame, square, and _ half-frame. The 

popular full-frame format—the one used 

most for color slides—has a picture size 

of 24mm. by 36mm. The picture size of the 

square format is 24mm. by 24mm., and that 

of the half-frame format is 18mm. by 24mm. 

The one type of viewer, primarily used to 

read microfilm, simply advances film either 

manually or mechanically past an optical 

system and accepts any of the three film 

formats. The other type of viewer, more 

properly classified a projector, usually incor- 

porates a shutter and controls that advance 

the film to produce the effect of motion. This 

type accepts the half-frame film format only. 

Film produced in the study was evaluated 

on the Kodak Recordak Motormatic Reader, 

Model MPG, and the Vanguard Motion 

Analyzer, Model M-35C. These two viewers 

respectively represent the two _ principal 

types mentioned above. Although the Kodak 

viewer is primarily designed for microfilm 

use, it works as well with normal 35mm. or 

16mm. transparency film. The distinguishing 

features of the two viewers are: 

Kodak viewer 

e 16mm. or 35mm. roll film, either reel 

or magazine. 

e Automatic threading. 

e Variable speed film 

or reverse. 

e Wall projection (by removing the rear 

projection screen). 

advance—forward 

Vanguard Motion Analyzer 

e Single-frame pull-down for each picture. 

e Variable speed film advance—forward 

or reverse. 
e Operation with or without a 

at various speeds (shutter operation produces 

shutter 

motion). 

e Frame counter synchronization with 

milepost data on film. 

e Wall projection (by placing head on 

projection base). 

e Availability of variety of accessories. 

Results 
Cameras 

Each of the three camera systems took 

excellent pictures. Figures 4, 5, and 6 respec- 

tively show how much of the roadway can be 

seen in the half-frame format when 38mm., 

25mm., and 20mm. lenses are used. The data 

provided by a secondary optical system are 

omitted from these photographs, as the por- 

tion of the frame devoted to identification 

data varies according to the camera system 

and the particular requirements of the user, 

Although no comparison of the different 

camera systems was attempted, the Flight 

Research Camera was selected to film the 

Capitol Beltway, primarily because of two 

important features: automatic exposure con- 

trol and large capacity film magazine. The 

other two cameras can be purchased with these 
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features, but the models obtained for this 

project did not have them. 

A larger film capacity requires less film- 

handling time and shorter periods of vehicle 

downtime. When taking a picture every oo 

of a mile at an average running speed of 50 

miles per hour, a 1,000-foot magazine in the 

half-frame format provides approximately 160 

miles of filming in 34 hours. 

As shown in figure 7 the Beltway film had 

identification data at the right of each frame. 

This is probably the least desirable location 

for the data, as the view of the environment 

to the right is the most critical. When the data 

appear across the top or bottom of the frame 

(upper left hand corner on one of the cameras), 

the picture is approximately 20 percent wider. 

Black and white portable video recording 

on the type of equipment tested does not seem 

practical for photologging for several reasons. 

The image quality does not permit signs to be 

read until the photolog vehicle is very close to 

them; the video operates tape continuously as 

the vehicle proceeds down the highway and 

records more data than is necessary for photo- 

logging; and the playback equipment cannot 

be stopped to extract data on a frame-by- 

frame basis without a significant loss of picture 

quality. Moreover, the recorder does not have 

the reel capacity to record pictorial data that 

normal photographic-film cameras do; conse- 

quently, vehicle downtime for tape changing is 

considerably greater. 

Camera position 

Like other aspects of photologging, the best 

camera position depends on what the primary 

use of the film is to be. If the photolog is to be 

used basically to provide a static record of the 
highway geometry and environment, the 

camera position should be about roof height. 

According to the test films, this height gave 

the best overall coverage of the Capitol 

Beltway; usually, all guardrail and sign bases 

in the median and side ditches were clearly 

visible. 

On the other hand, if the photolog is to 

depict the highway from a driver’s eye view- 

point, then it would be necessary to photograph 

from this height. Pictures taken from the roof 

position present the viewer with a different 

perspective from that of a lower camera 

position. For example, if film taken at roof 

level were used to evaluate ramp merging 

areas, the camera, because of its increased 

height above the ground, would see a merging 

situation before the driver would. 

The floor mount seemed least desirable of 

the three positions. Pictures of the pavement 

taken from this position were no better than 

those taken from the driver’s eye height or 

roof height. The overall coverage of the 

highway was minimal and the total perspective 

of the highway environment was not in 

balance. 

Film 

Color negative film is recommended for 

photologging because of its high quality 

reproduction capabilities and its economic 

advantages. This film is readily accessible and 

can be processed routinely by most film 

72 

Figure 4.—Half frame format, 38mm. lens. 

Figure 6.—Half frame format, 20mm. lens. 
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laboratories using standard processing tech- 

niques. It is suitable for limited or extensive 

production of prints, and it provides an ideal 

film speed index range for photologging— 

ASA 64 in daylight with filtration. 

So that each quantity of film submitted to 

the processing laboratory provides reasonably 

accurate color rendition and exposure, one or 

two photographs of an 18-percent standard 

gray card, which is available from most 

camera stores, should be taken before each 

film run. 

Vehicle 

Because better accuracy is obtained when 

the camera is actuated by means of a distance 

measuring device, rather than a time actuating 

mechanism, or intervalometer, the photolog 

vehicle should have sufficient power to travel 

at varying speeds. The speed traveled should 

be governed only by the prevailing traffic 

conditions. Other features necessary for the 

photolog vehicle are air conditioning for film 

preservation and for the comfort of the 

operators; a darkroom or a light-tight area 

in which film can be loaded and unloaded; 

safety warning devices, flashing yellow light, 

flags, ete.; and portable electrical power 

supply for camera operation. 

On the Capitol Beltway, to obtain a 

photolog of a clear roadway ahead, it was 

necessary to drive 10 to 15 miles per hour less 

than the average traffic speed. At faster 

speeds the photolog vehicle was forced to pass 

other vehicles, and some details of the physical 

highway features were lost. Driving at the 

average traffic speed often positioned the 

photolog vehicle behind a truck. 

Viewers 

Like the camera equipment, the choice of 

viewers depends on the principal use of the 

film. A unique feature of the Kodak viewer 

used in the study reported here is that either 

16mm. or 35mm. film can be loaded into 

magazines for automatic film pickup and 

threading. These magazines are easily labeled 

for filing. However, if motion is desired a 

projector like the Vanguard Motion Analyzer 

must be used. The Vanguard single frame 

mechanism, which is operated by a push- 

button, quickly pulls down each frame into 

view and facilitates viewing when data is to be 

extracted one frame at a time. A grid for 

extracting measurements can be overlayed 

on the viewing screen of either of the two 

viewers tested. 

In Oregon, the only State in which photo- 

logging is a standard operating procedure, a 

Kodak viewer that handles 16mm. film only 
has been used successfully. In Oregon, a pho- 

tolog is used primarily for inventorying and 

accident location work, in which effect of 

motion when viewing a stretch of highway is 

not important. 

Costs 

If color negative film is used and several 

thousand miles of highway are photographed 

at 1/100-mile intervals, it is estimated that a 
35mm. half-frame photolog can be produced 

for approximately $3.00 per one-way mile of 

the highway. This cost, which includes the 

74 

cost of the original color negative and one 

print, comprises the costs of the following 

items: 

Cost per 
Item mile Basis 

Vebhicle=====a= $0.15 Estimated for a small 

truck, on the basis 

of Cost of Operat- 

ing an Automobile, 

February 1970, 

Bureau of Public 

Roads 

abors = .25 2 men @ $9,000 per 

year 

Subsistence___ .08 2 men @ $10 per 

day 

Deadheading--- .15 30% of the above 3 

items 

Camera - 20 $10,000 camera 
equipment system, 50,000 

mile amortiza- 

tion 

Film and 1.90 1 original, 1 print 

processing 

Administra- .27 10% of all items 

tive over- above 

head 

Total 3. 00 

Each additional print costs 59 cents per mile. 

Film and processing is the most costly single 

item. For an original and four prints, film and 

processing constitute about 80 percent of the 

total per mile cost. 

No special discounts were obtained for 

processing negatives and making work prints. 

However, the buying and processing of large 

quantities of film on a competitive basis un- 

doubtedly would result in more economical 

prices. 

The cost of film, negative processing, and 

one print amounted to a little less than 2 cents 

per picture. Each print thereafter costs 

approximately one-half cent per picture. 

Other Uses of Equipment 

Only recently has ground-based photog- 

raphy been used to any extent as a data- 

gathering tool in the highway field. Although 

the photographic equipment in the project 

reported here was tested only for its applica- 

tion to photologging, it can also be used for 

other highway functions. The cameras can 

be used whenever there is a need to take many 

pictures, reliably, by remote actuation. One 

application might be the filming of vehicle 

lateral placement by mounting the camera 

in a static position and actuating it by road 

tubes or an intervalometer. Two of the three 
cameras tested could also be operated in the 

cine mode to film motion pictures. 

Another application could be the gathering 

of traffic data that usually requires use of 

mechanical traffic counters and field surveys. 

The cameras, again, could be mounted in a 

static position and remotely actuated to 

record pictorially from a single location 

traffic volume, vehicle speed, passenger 

occupancy, license numbers, and _ vehicle 

classification. From inexpensive black and 

from the screen of the viewing equipmen 

previously described, advancing each fram) 

by a foot pedal. | 

Conclusions 

As a result of giving formal photologgin| 
presentations to Federal, State, and loc 

highway agencies, as well as to others associ 

ated with highway-information requirements 

many written comments and suggested use| 

were received. These uses, together wit! 

those of photologs in Oregon and in th 

Federal Highway Administration’s Washing! 

ton office, are reflected in the following list ¢ 

activities in which photologging can be a_ 

aid: 

e Studying highway accident locations. 

e Inventorying and evaluating traffic cor 

trol devices. 

e Answering inquiries from the public. 

e Conducting certain special  researe 

studies. 

® Providing historical records. 

¢ Utilizing historical records as a basis i 

estimating damage to highways due t) 

natural disasters. 2 | 

e Determining 

sereening. 

e Locating scenic overlooks. / 

e Determining compliance of billboard sig. 

regulations. ) 

e Aiding highway administrators in publi. 

hearings. | 

e Determining sight distances. | 
® Obtaining sufficiency ratings. 

e Studying the effectiveness 

landscape designs. 

e Public relations’ efforts—driver and put 

lic education. 

® Locating snow fencing. 

e Hvaluating the adequacy of roadsi¢. 

lighting. 

e Studying use and occupancy permits fo 

utilities. | 

The film and viewing equipment has bee. 

used by personnel of the Office of Traff 

Operations, Federal Highway Administratio: 

to support research on diagrammetric signin. 

and in discussions on signing principles an 

techniques. In addition to the uses liste 

above, it is believed that photolog film wi 

have a large potential for use in advance) 

planning and programing for project prioritie. 

Because decisions must be made years j 

advance to develop work programs, the visu: 

representation of sections of highway undé 

study can be an important aid in any decisio1 

making process. 

Although much of the study concerned tk 
application of photologging to the Interstai 

Highway System, the following importar 

findings resulted from evaluation of sho 

segments of urban film: 

e Camera should be alined at least 20° 1 

the right so that smaller signs in urban ares 

can be observed. 

e Manual actuation of the camera may t 

more practical than the distance ie | 

} 

effectiveness of junkyar 

of variov 

———— 

(Continued on p. 91) 
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Soil-Portland Cement Thickness Design— 
| 

Highway Research Board Committee 

‘A2J04, Soil-Portland Cement Stabilization, 

sponsored a conference session on _ soil- 

cement thickness design at the January 

1970 annual meeting. In an effort to bring 

together the latest information, the authors 

conducted a survey and compiled a sum- 

mary on current practices for thickness 

design of soil-cement or cement-stabilized 

materials. This summary was presented and 

discussed at the conference session. 

- Inthis article the content of the question- 

naire used in the survey is presented, and 

the authors review the current practices of 

agencies concerned with thickness design 

and construction of cement-stabilized 

layers for pavements. 

Introduction 

HE procedures for thickness design of 

cement-stabilized layers for pavements 

currently in use in the United States are 

summarized in this article. The summary is 

based on information obtained from a survey 

in which 75 copies of a questionnaire were 

distributed by the Highway Research Board 

to agencies concerned with highway design 

and construction, including all State highway 

departments, 16 county highway departments, 

four Federal agencies, and two consultants. 

The counties to which the questionnaire was 

sent were selected to provide good geographical 

coverage of the country. 

Although thickness design was the primary 

concern, it was realized that few agencies 

actually have a specific thickness-design 

procedure or method. Consequently, the scope 

of the questionnaire was broadened to include 

the different factors that affect design and 

construction of pavements featuring cement- 

stabilized layers. Considered, for example, 

were (1) the ability of construction equipment 

to mix and compact soil-cement in-place, 

which was assumed to affect designed thick- 

aess, and (2) methods for measuring strength 

oroperties and incorporating them into a 

vavement design procedure, as these are 

likely to be required by organizations that 

aave no specific thickness design procedures. 

Also, the questionnaire was intended to 

dentify any distinct preferences for particular 

sypes of cement treatment, and the locations 

of the cement-treated layers in pavement 
structures. 
\ 

p1 Prepared for conference session on Soil-Cement Thickness 

Design, 49th Annual Meeting of Highway Research Board, 
anuary 1970. 
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Summary of Current Practices 

Reported by | DONALD G,. FOHS and 

EARL B. KINTER, Highway Research 

Engineers, Materials Division 

Byer ERO EEICENOR 
RESEARCH 

3d. 

\=t—DOUBLE - MAT, SEAL COAT, WEARING SURFACE 

-IN. SOIL- CEMENT, AT LEAST 500 ps.i. 

UNCONFINED COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH 

TYPE OF ROAD: COUNTY OR STATE SECONDARY 

TRAFFIC VOLUME: ABOUT 400 ADT 

PROCEDURE USED FOR THICKNESS DESIGN: (CBR OR AASHO INTERIM GUIDE, ETC.) 

3b. 

6-IN. CEMENT- TREATED AGGREGATE 

\a—8- IN. SELECT- BORROW SUBBASE 

~~ SN a ap ey ap ap 

~ ~ 

TYPE OF ROAD: PRIMARY 

TRAFFIC VOLUME: ABOUT 3000 ADT 

PROCEDURE USED FOR THICKNESS DESIGN: AASHO INTERIM GUIDE 

3c. 

8-IN. PCC SLIP FORM (NON- REINFORCED) 

6-IN. CTB CEMENT-TREATED BASE 
CN AN eNO A 
RAPALA ATA NM MMM ANG, Y 
IPN PIT I INANE AI ILE EN 
SSO IOI IOI EN PN EN DON EA ea ON RERN 
CPG ENEMA IGG 
DEO EAA GAGA ORCA AACR ANG 
ILIA ANAND PARRA RANG IGN 
NSAP RIRIRE Ss U 8 S RADE WAANENL IRENE 

= = Reena a Wea Nees DUP DELTA TIN IAI LIANE NE IP IZ IAI RI NC RIES xf 

4 

TYPE OF ROAD: PRIMARY OR INTERSTATE 

TRAFFIC VOLUME: OVER 5000 ADT 

PROCEDURE USED FOR THICKNESS DESIGN: "“R" VALUE 

Figure 1.—Questionnaire example sheet, question 3, current practices of soil-portland 

cement thickness design. 
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Table 1.—Usage of cement-treated material, 1966-68 

State ! 

Usage in 1,000 square yards 

1967 

aA SDAIN See ee a Oe ee Bee ee See ak SU Ren ie eee ee 
PATIZON a Be set Saale oat ae ee fa aS ee See ee ee ee fa ae 
PA TK GTIGSS tee tes eA ater er ee 
(California eee as 2 eee se 
@olorado: == -=- === i ee nee nee ee. See ee ees Eat 

GO0PGlS 224. 2 See ek See ee ee eee eee See See 
ley git eee Fe Bo Ne See ee eee eee 
Md ah G Mans eee Pee oe ae ESE Ee eine Se EN ae a Se Se et 

Kentuckya..— EN ES A eee © Ee Oe SEE ee AED 
TOUISIAN a Ses oe ee Se ee es ae 
Mary lam do ee ae a ee a es ee 
MISSISSTD Diya 4 oot eee ee ee ee ee 
INTASSOUIT AG Se we Se Sy ae wri oe a eS oe ee 

ME OUT AN Ges Seto es = ee en ce ee ae ee ne ee 
Nebraska So. Sane 2 Pe eas oe ee eee eee ee ee ee 
ING VAG a: 2. oe ee er ee ee oe ee eee 
Now Hiamtpshires = see. ak ee ee ee ee ee eee 
INew-Mexico!tae 5 2-46 ke he ee ee eee 

‘Penis yl varie ese eS ee ges a ae pe ee 
Rhode dsland: 226522258 eee ae se ee ee ee ee 

Wire a hs 2 eee Ree a eo ee ee eae ee ee, 
Washington, 43222 #2 fei e ee ee a ee oe 
West: Virginia Seat. ee ee ee ee Cee eee Deep eee soe 
‘WisConsin 22238 3s co oe ee ee ne eS eee ee 
sWWay ONLI OSes, te en a ee Se oe rT ee eee eee 

1 Right States—Alaska, Connecticut, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jersey, 

and Puerto Rico—returned questionnaires but indicated no cement-treated materials used. 

Six others—Delaware, Maine, South Carolina, Tennessee, Vermont, and the District of 

Columbia—did not return questionnaires. 

Two States—Florida and North Dakota—reported that soil-cement was used but indicated 

no amounts. 

1968 ie 
— —— d 

S-C CMS feu. 

“7 = ; 

156i \\, eee 505 
Bee on ls sy eile 1, 384 

250 | Ace eee ee 
2 Se TS ea 8,860 | 
ic ile al ee 2 

4,164 >| <2 en 
Ses eg || Pe a 154 
Soot ae 543 
13). af 

Dl bees 130 10 

8) 194 | Le ee 
"0 1)|\ie eae 550 

4,650 || =. 2S) 
140 | 2-23-55 

vane eneltaal' |) Chee 
379 | 

Live i fen S| Sonia 59 
77s | ees 895 

| 2 =“ 
12 10 64 

I Gi or 561 
321° | 32. 2.22 sn 

Se en FS 140 

403 °| 5. 

een er ee 229 
Cet alice 2:6, 800 oleae ee 
on tee 190 

3,750" |p coe 246 

"1 600. |? eee 
39. Vee eae 22 

One State—Massachusetts—indicated that a soil-cement project is to be constructed in 1970, 

2 Subbase. 

3 Represents total square yards of all three types of cement-treated materials. 

4 Return indicated that CTA was used as a subbase for 0.75-foot PCC pavement and as a 

base for 0.25-0.60-foot AC pavement. 

Table 2.—Location and type of cement-treated layer in pavement structure 

Flexible pavement Rigid pavement 

Subbase Subbase 

Alabama 
Arizona _ 

Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Maryland 
MiSSissip pitye ee eae ee eee 

Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Dakota_ 

Virginia _ 
Washington 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin _ _-_ 
Wyoming 
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QP 5a 

Q ep 4 a0 

2Q BI OY ele! Cl eye) 

S-C, CTA 

CTA 
CTA 
S-C 
CTA 
CTA 
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Table 3.—Payement structures and design information for secondary roads 

3 All ranges. 

State or other 
organization 

Louisiana 

Maryland 

Washington 

4 Plain. 

County of San Diego 
eee Depart- 

Surfacing 

DBS lessees eee 
3—4-in. AC__.-_.-. 
DB See es 
ING Surtace=s ae 
1 SiR Stites’ = ES 

2-O-1NA Cee 
2-3 vA Gs we. Se 

Ae TBS Dee eae ae 
peoursigna-—---~---- {Le bin, A Cages 
Mississippi_--.----- DBS se eesren mee 

ik yo 3-4-1 A Cee 

New Hampshire___- SBS ae eee 
Now? VOLK... -.2-=- eines Chee 

‘| North Carolina_-_-_- SBS pss aoe. 
mMkiahomsa-_-_.__.-. DBS eee eae as 
ORO 4-in'A. Case Se 

Rhode Island 5____- ies te eee 
CP iil, WeQ Oe Se 

| South Dakota_____- { iin ; AG ioe 

DBS atee ase. 
Texas. ------------- \eine AOE eee 
Sarginiqeec so .-—.= ID Mets be ie ee Se 

4 Experience and equipment capabilities. 

Traffic volume 
Cement-treated-layer Pavement design eee oh Fe 

Base course Subbase design procedure procedure 
ADT isk 

equivalent 

‘ F Number 
6-in. S-C, qu>650 p.s.i-______- INQUG! eee oe Experience___.--__- aan guide_____ 400) «| eke = ee ‘ 
4-6-in. aggregate_____________. A Gaile OUNA. 22 ee cee al eee ne ee een eee 2 1 SEC eee |e e eae | 
6-11, S-C a ee ete ee 3-in. select borrow XX Perien CG sass ean eee ee Ole 2 ee ee wwe eee 
(2) ee 2 ee (2) Se oe California method__ California method__ (3) (3) 
GU SC So Ae eee a INO OR Betas 65 ig | eae ee ee See ee A | ee 

G-S-ine-Cr ee wear ane IN ONG seen eee et Illinois method____- IWinois method_____ 301-800 | 
G>/-1n5-@n 6-8-1 © bye ee hee (Gla. Ae Be ee Bauipment capa- AASHO guide_____ 200-1,000 | _-__- 

dilities. | 
87 o-1 eS Co eeeee eras aoe oey al eae CLO a te Be QO Ate See eee ee oss thers 1000 Uae eee 
SioniT Os Cee eet eee ieee Gosereeee e eh (CS eee Relea oe a ST ai) la Cowan See 100-5,000 | ___- 
(Gis, S= Gen eee eee ee oe ee 5-in. aggregate______ IDp.qefevalsyaketee eee It, SS at domes AIO) jp oe a 
AS-i S=C sae eee (ote me 5-in. aggregate______ ERE OMe eee ea ee ra Loe aes Op res 1, 000=5i 000M) ee unease 
6-7-in i S-Ce. x eoree a eee INONG See tes oe CL eee O eee SO ee ae | epee ee Se a Se oe 

6-in. S-C, qu>300 p.s.i________ 12-in. gravel_______- AASHO guide_____ AASHO guide__-_- (Xabati ee 
Gin iG A Soe 2 Ee ee) ee 12 in OT VOL see eee Experience_________ ExpeniencOps eee LOE |) ees © 
O-1n S- Cae ee 22 eee ING lt eS SAG Ss ae eee doe te et ee 500 | 
6-8-in. S-C, du >250 Joys ai oa Mil pn aes as Ba ee b Oklahoma method - Oklahoma method- 300-1, 000 | 
TGR TAC aes pe Nonehs 2 art Revolucee=a ee Reyolie seen 1750 N |e eee 

G21 - Case ones ae ea Oe oes oe Experience________- Experience__.------ 6Z000h i Rae es 
6-in. CTA, qu>650 p.s.i_____- INONGS= sees a eee eee ie meee Ye eee ee WAS ELOMpuide seem |. spe oe ene eee 
4-in. CTA, qu>550 p.s.i_____- SONG eh oy the = Gall ey a are She i al age eee ee Uihes 288 ||| eee Rees | 
6-8-in. CTA, qu>400 p.s.i____ Ole soe eet Bxperience_.__-___- (Gee > Ser a eee 100-20,000 | _______- 
6-8-in. S-C, du >500 DiS leas (6) eae rae SANG V0 eee ke wre (De eee, Sere 100=205,000)) ues ee 
G-inS-CEe ese ree eee IN Olden Soe BA BK Oe ee eee Virginia method___- 4001 ee ee 

1 OTA thickness determined by California pavement design procedure. 
2 Variable aggregate thickness. 

6 Experimental project designed to determine effectiveness of cement-treated 

prevent detrimental effects of frost action. 

6 Aggregate select borrow or lime treated subgrade. 

7 Texas triaxial class. 

Table 4.—Pavement structures and design information for primary roads 

Surfacing 

4-in. AC+DBST_._. 

eae AC 
8-in. POC 

6-10-in. PCC 
8-9-in. PCC 6 
314-434-in. AC 

(asin, AC 

1 Continuously reinforced. 
_ 2Hveem stabilometer is basic test. 

3 CBR is basic test. 
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fein S-C, qu>450 p.s.i____- 

Base course Subbase Cement-treated-layer | 
design procedure 

Pavement design 
procedure 

material 

Traffic volume 

to 

ADT 18K 

6-in. CTA, qu>350 p.s.i__- 
6-in. CTA 
CTA variable 
0.45-ft. CTA 

AC variable 
11-in. CTA (2.5% by weight)_ 
5-in. dense graded aggregate- 

6-814-in. S-C 

4-in. CTA (dense graded) - 

6-8-in. 8-C, qu>250 p.s.i__- 
10-in. CTA 

6-8-in. S-C or CTA 

6-in. CTA, du>2650 p.s.i___ 
4-8-in. CTA or S- 

4-6-in. aggregate 
6-in. CTA (4% by weight) - 
6-in. CTA 

644-in. CTA (616% cement)- 
6-in. CTA, qu>400 p.s.i__- 

4-12-in. select borrow_--- 
6-in. select borrow 
Aggregate variable 
0.5-foot aggregate 

0-6-in. select borrow----- 
12-in. sand capping 
6-in. dense graded aggre- 

gate+6-in. CMS. 
8-in. granular material___ 
6-in. granular material___ 

Sometimes required 
6-in. lime treated sub- 

grade. 
6-in. select borrow 

5 Variable. 

6 Reinforced, 

Experience 
California method ___ 

Oklahoma method 3_ 
R-value 

Experience 
AASHO guide 
Experience 

d 

Experience 
AASHO guide 

Oklahoma method 3_ 
R-value 

7 When required for working platform. 

8 Standard section. 

Number 

15, 000 
4, 000 

3, 000-4, 000 
(8) 

6, 000 

equivalent 

tH 



Table 5.—Pavement structures and design information for Interstate roads 

| Traffic volume 
Cement-treated-layer Pavement design 

State ! Surfacing Base course Subbase design procedure procedure ! 
ADT 18K equiy:| 

alent | 

Number | 
Alal : Net jeXOXO) ee 6-in. CTA, qu>350 p.s.i___- IP boy, bean oleate || 3 AASHO guide_-___- 6,000 | Sesame 

at) A bn, OK) Ge 6-in. CTA, qu>350 p.s.i___- Pin, bamoydonoreblo~arely || aoe eet ee dose aw 5,000) || eee 
Aricons ivan A Cpe 6-in. aggregate untreated ___ 9-15-ins select Orn Wits seem eee ee emer doz2-.scees |) ss eens |e 
WEDD tee ooo Oetns ACO! Be A= Grin ACA re A= Belt Se lOC Ui 0.O10 0, yaaa | ee ee guideand) ||) 235 a eee 

a (10-inw EC Cet eee 6-1, 3-Ce = 2 2 ae eee nee oes ee oe eee Georgia method 5_ Georgia methodsz22))|) === =n 
Georgia - ---_----- Neat, ACS. S=10-inS: Cena Select borrow variable_____ itae Ose Ss LOS Seee a ee ee 
ara 4-1 pA Cyne oes Sin CLAS te 10-in. select borrow__-.----- R-value seen. R-Valuesce a eee 447-200 5 gee 

BNYABNL 2 soc pecs: 9-in. PCO 2 4-in. CLASS oe eee 6-in, select borrow_.__-__-_- PCA te eee eee POA, 1S 44720009) 
Nand: ("4 4-in. AC _ = S-in) iS = Cee ea ee G-24-ini (Class! Baie ere nll ee eer ee ee ASAHO guide-____- 45,000 cn) S22 ee | 
INGN AES Semin oe Sins eC Gaiam 4-6-in. S-C, ee SOMA Pes Ae nee ee POA eee PCAC 30 = ae | ee 1,760 | 
New Hampshire _ OA IOS Le 6-in. CTA, du >400 p.s.i IDA IneE eave loan AASHO guide_____ AASHO guide_-____ 9,116.9 |e 
Now Mente AC variable - ___- Black base variable. _._____ Select borrow variable 7___- R-value sas eeeeerne R-valués52::.252-.2) ||| 2 as2=seen 
SCO Baim, GOO. 6-In) GANA, OP eet Dy ea Fu ag Saint Al OY en | mee ee ee AASHO 'guidess 2265 \|) ieee ee 

North Carolina_.- eevNG LeAOKO) Nes re re oe ge end ae We | Seige Sy 3 pega ee BOM TP ak) | eae ren as See nee eee owoe Gos pereicd a oa ase 

Oklahoma.---_--- S-ins RC @ 2s sens. 6=8-in. S-Cy au 250) p saan || eas eee eee ee eee ae ee ee ees eee Oklahoma method ® 15,000 eee 
Orer ons saeseese eiboks IKON 4-0 CLAS ee eee ees O-1Ue CLUS NE Grae PTC Sey Ce mere etn nae en ee POA sees 23,000) Sip 
Wircinia aaseeeeeae 914-in. AC ______- Gein COTA See ee eee 6-in. S-C (10% by vol.)____- Experience: 2o5 2222 4") Me. be Seo sen ee 400 
\WWayonoaibaved. 2 4-in A Ce 2 eee 6-in.'S-©2 ee eee ee AO ETORALC VALI LLG green eee pam Meee a eee eee NASHO guidessse. Gl) aeeee anne eee 

! Arkansas, California, Iowa, Louisiana, Nebraska, Texas, and Utah use same structures 

and designs as described for primary roads. (See table 4.) 

2 Plain. 

3 Reinforced. 

4 An additional subbase of 4-6-in. CTA is placed on subgrade. 

5 Quick triaxial compression is basic test. 

6 An additional subbase of 24 inches of sand is placed on subgrade. 

7 An additional subbase of 6 inches of soil-cement is placed on subgrade. 

8 Continuously reinforced. 

8 CBR is basic test. 

Abbreviations Table 6.—Procedures for thickness design of cement-treated layers 

The following abbreviations are used in the 

tabular material, tables 1-10, in which the 

questionnaire responses are summarized: 

AASHO—American Association of State 

Highway Officials 

AC—Asphaltie concrete 

ADT—Average daily traffic 

ASTM—American Society for Testing and 
Materials 

CBR—California bearing ratio 

CMS—Cement-modified soil 
CTA—Cement-treated aggregate 

CTB—Cement-treated base 

DBST—Double bituminous surface treatment 

DGA—Dense graded aggregate 

F-T—Freeze-thaw 

PCA—Portland Cement Association 

PCC—Portland cement concrete 

qu—Unconfined compressive strength, p.s.i. 

SBST—Single bituminous surface treatment 

S-C—Soil-cement 

TBST—Triple bituminous surface treatment 

UCS—Unconfined compressive strength test 

W-D—Wet-dry 

State or other organization Procedure 

Experience. 
Experience; equipment capabilities. 
Not answered in questionnaire. 
Rigid—experience; flexible—R-value. 
K-value. 

Experience; equipment capabilities. 
Quick triaxial design procedure. 
R-value. 
R-value. 
Relative strength coefficient. 

Equipment capabilities. 
Kentucky CB 

Experience; equipment capabilities. 
Experience; equipment capabilities. 
Experience; AASHO guide. 

Louisiana 

Experience. 
Not answered in questionnaire. 
Experience. 
CBR; AASHO guide. 
AASHO guide. 

AASHO guide. 
Experience; frost; soil type; drainage. 
Experience. 
PCA for rigid pavement; none used for flexible pavement. 
Substitution in CBR design procedure. 

Flexible—R-value; rigid—CBR. 
Experience. 
Equipment capabilities. 
AASHO guide. 
Experience; equipment capabilities. 

Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 

Relative strength coefficient; CBR. 
Equipment capabilities. 
Gravel equivalencies. 
Gravel equivalencies. 
Experience. 
Relative strength coefficient; experience. 

Virginia 
° . . Washington 

Content of Questionnaire Used in West Virginia 
Wisconsin 

Survey 

Gravel equivalencies.! 
Gravel equivalencies; experience. 
CBR. 
Experience of PCA agent. 
Gravel equivalencies. 

The questionnaire used in the survey was 

designed to gather information required for 

the summary. To eliminate problems that 

could have arisen from differences in nomen- 

clature, the agencies were asked to observe 

the following definitions of terms in complet- 

US. Corps of Engineers 
Caddo Parish, La 
San Diego County, Calif 

1 Equivalencies: 1 in. of S-C=1 in. of gravel—1 in. of CTA=1.5 in. of gravel. j 

ing the questionnaire: 

Soil-cement.—A mixture of pulverized soil, 

portland cement, and water, which upon 

compaction at optimum moisture content to 

standard density (as determined by AASHO 

T 134 or ASTM D 558, or equivalent) forms 

a hard, durable structural material meeting 

PCA brushing-loss and strength criteria or 

other acceptable criteria. 

78 

Cement-modified soil—A mixture of soil and 

cement containing sufficient cement to reduce 

plasticity and modify the gradation to meet 

applicable soil specifications, but insufficient 

to produce a material meeting the PCA or 

other acceptable criteria for soil-cement. 

Cement-treated aggregate —A mixture of gran- 

ular soil material and cement containing suffi- 

cient cement to reduce plasticity and modify 

the gradation to meet applicable specification 

for base course for flexible pavements or sul, 

base course for rigid pavements. 

The following questions made up the ques 

tionnaire (space was included to permit answel 

to be written in): 

Question ta.—Does your organization us 

any of the above materials in the constructio’ 

of rigid or flexible pavements yes n¢ 

. October 1970 © PUBLIC ROAD 



Table 7.—Thickness limits of cement-treated layers 

le 
J Soil-cement Cement-modified soil Cement-treated aggregate 

Qh = 
en State or other organization Actual Practical Actual Practical Actual Practical 

Maximum | Minimum | Maximum |} Minimum | Maximum | Minimum | Maximum | Minimum | Maximum | Minimum Maximum | Minimum 

Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches I 4 . | i SRO So 8 4 SMe Hime ee EL AN Ge cles gage’ ga ere ra ie inches) duches 
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“| Idaho-------------------------| | -------- | -------- 12 Cee te enero m pil in So ee 12 6 6 4 12 6 
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iMeNiaryland__.-..___-._..._.---- 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Gy ae 3 Ve 8 dh 

USSR Vo) oS 5e Sp cape ae eee 8 5 10 Gar, alll Se Scceeteees eB Wiles See 2 area eine ciency Ml | Meee Be eis eae RP ae eee ee : 
| 

| Set a eke ea 7 6 8 6 ee eee Soria 1 8 4 6 4 | 6 4 
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dl eee eee es 10 6 8 6 eg Nee ee SS RE 2 Pre De CBee \| eens Cee T | Say Ah a Te 
Rene OSh to Seen eres ee oe eee aes) geen se ame ee WI Vo oe eee ee Eee Lee 3 ade 6 

Brew MexiC0. 0. <.---22-.2--2-- 6 6 6 Comp MCT  Setieamet Ine mace dat od Se 6 4 ae og! 
ue Mae gd aS aes 6 6 10 6 Supe A Bt ears, ee (Ree en IN| eA a a mee eee om I i ere | 
North Carolina... ._-_- ois 3 8 6 8 6 8 6 8 6 8 4 8 ie at a 
St) eee eee ree ee ie eeen oy ener Se eae eee Os eee eae SW eeecdeee I) cccckene 6 4 Pye eee | 4 
OLGA eee 8 6 8 OM Iaeer || neha a er a On aee Site pile eet Se | ee ey || ee ee Ne ie eee Se ha reo 

ONE ..  S ee! ee ee eee en cee aN ene se see I BA eee iB eee MN Ih Mes ahs 8 4 heat ae 4 
|| Pennsylvania____..__.-._..__- 8 6 8 GH, aly te Bee oe 9 [Eanes See I (eh ee aa ee [soSeen oe ae dee es eee AR | 

PunOGeNsian densa sean eee 8 Ore ele eee ed) poten cee a aig | Pea ee te ae ee eee Pl ce eere ML jb Soe S552 | re | ine ree 
Suyetdn (Dene) ee ee ey ee TE SB es nee || eo (pe a (ee 6 4 8 Aes 
MONS). 5 ah 8 6 8 ED Pile eerie NI” copie Rap Male Sieger ea | oes 9 ea 8 6 8 4 

| 
WGN. cacmencenesestends sande] yesagscae: ||| eeetecnc tl) eeeenees 6) aac cose" ||) eeesscceen |e ese sees |e eee en enna eeeeee 4 4 4 | 4 
Sere inianietes es ees ee DAS so Rare ee Ge fyi bees Cy SS See he Te eee eae eee | 6 apes 6 (MER Mea 
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MSCONSIN Meee Serer = Ae see 6 6 6 Gea | eee a Ree eane tember Roney | aces 2 on ee ae ee ee Wola oe | ete OM hw hale ee 
RNIOMUN pee et een Seo Se. b= |e See ces Ooleete |) pea22-se OP i) Peete ee (i)! a eee Be Gage ||P eae 4 i Seema | 4 

Federal Aviation Administra- | | 
WON, soe ae ee oe Cae Bell ee an ae et | eee ete ee) om ewe Sard bo Os See | Cy ee 23 | 

US. Navy__.=---- east esas 12 ee pe lee wae 12 A Pali | Pees ee Re ae ee 8 6 the athena, ase ae 
U.S. Corps of Engineers___---- 10 4 6 3 24 4 6 3 24 4 6 3 
feaddourarish,, lac. 2 25. --.- Sn eran (etna eee eee en a eee eee |e tees, Me ke BY eee eo aI be ees eta Wee ae 
Sane OlerOuG@alife s_ 2 = 2 2s. - 12.5 5.3 12.5 4.8 12.5 5.3 12.5 4.8 12.5 5,3 12,5 4,8 

{f no, please sign and date questionnaire and 

‘eturn to Donald G. Fohs. 

Question 1b.—If yes, approximately how 

nuch of each material was used during the 

ast 3 years? 

1966 1967 1968 
(sq. yd.) (sq. yd.) (sq. yd.) 

BomleComen yess 2255020 - 

Cement-modified soil____ 

Cement-treated 

UGRIRGGHICE - = SS beer see 

Question 2.—Where in the pavement struc- 

ture is the cement-stabilized layer located? 

Rigid 
Flexible pavement pave- 

ment 

Base Subbase Subbase 

Sollecements— 22. 22a. 

‘Cement-modified soil____ 

‘Cement-treated 

GRO WES = Sire ee | 

Question 3.—Briefly describe the typical 

pavement structures featuring cement-stab- 

ilized materials and supply the indicated 

information for each type of structure. Use 

extra sheets if necessary and please identify 

the descriptions as 3a, eb, ete. (See example 

sheet, fig. 1.) 

Question 4.—If the thickness of any of the 

cement-stabilized layers was not arrived at 
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by using a pavement design procedure, what 

factors determined the thicknesses selected 

for construction? (e.g., experience, equipment 

capabilities, ete.). NOTE—When applicable 

please identify your replies with the example 

numbers you have used in 3 (e.g., 3a, 3b, or 

3C, etc.) 

Question 5.—What are the maximum and 

minimum thicknesses (inches) actually used 

for the three types of cement-stabilized 

layers and, given current construction equip- 

ment and technology, what do you consider 

the practical maximum and = minimum 

thickness to be? 

Actual Practical 
Type — 

Mar- Min- Mar- Min- 
imum imum imum imum 

Soil-cement ______ 

Cement-modified 

SO] Se a ee ee 

Cement-treated 

agoregatel = == 

Question 6a.—How are strength properties 

measured for the compacted cement-stabilized 

materials? (Test method) 

Question 6b.—How are the strength prop- 

erties of the compacted cement-stabilized 

materials incorporated into the design of the 

pavement structure? (For example—gravel 

equivalent, structural coefficient, CBR, etc.) 

Question 7.—What correlations or equiv- 

alencies have you established for cement- 

stabilized materials? (For example—one State 

considers 1 inch of CTB to be equal to 1.75 

inches of gravel; another assigns a structural 

coefficient of 0.15 to a soil-cement base having 

an unconfined compressive strength greater 

than 300 p.s.i,) 

Question 8.—Do you have any current 

research with the objective of developing a 

thickness design for cement-stablized mate- 

rials, and what is the anticipated nature of 

the design procedures? 

Question 9.—Please include any further 

comments concerning soil-cement thickness 

design, 

Questionnaire Responses 

Responses to individual questions are dis- 

cussed in the succeeding paragraphs, although 

not in the same order as the questions ap- 

peared in the questionnaire, 

General use of cement stabilization (ques- 

tion la) 

According to the ratio of questionnaires 

returned to those distributed—57 returned 

out of 75 distributed—there is considerable 

interest in cement stabilization, as well as in 

thickness design. From the 44 questionnaires 
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Table 8.—Strength test methods and procedures for incorporating strength properties 
into pavement design 

returned by State highway departments, 

was determined that 36 States either hay 

used cement-stabilized material on past proj 
Procedures for incorporation : 5 % 

ects, are using it at present, or plan to use i 

Relative strength coefficient. on future projects. 

Do. Two counties and three Federal agencie 

indicated that they now use cement-stabilize: 

material or have used it in the past. Becaus 

of the limited use of cement-treated material] 

by the counties and the specialized use b 

the Federal agencies, the replies of thes 

organizations are discussed later, after th 

discussions of the responses to the questions 

Flexible—gravel equivalent; rigid—K-value. 
K-value. 

Relative strength coefficient. 
Gravel equivalencies. 

D 0. 
Relative strength coefficient. 

Relative strength coefficient. 
Dense-graded aggregate equivalencies. 
Relative strength coefficient. 
aravel equivalencies. é ° 
2 ts Trends in usage (question Ib) 

State or other organization Test method 

Alabang 222 seek ot eee UCS 232 er ee ea eee 
PATIZON eee ee eee WW OSES] 23 ere 
ATKarisas Sule eles ae. None; 95% density required___ 
California 22se. se eae UGS stabilomieters= 2222s 
GoloradOnt a6 seme ee eee Plate pearing == sees eee cers 

BOrIdg 25. 3aue eee pea eee UGSse She ne es ae ee en 
Georgia teases Sees. eS Triaxial compression _-_-------- 
ELA WSlL es eee ee ee | ee See ee a ae Re ee ee 
Ldshos eee ae ee ee UCS2 3.52 Sere eee aeecee 
TUOISSeeeee. ae ee itsZ UGS os eee ae ee 

TOW S22 ee eee UGS... eee eee 
Kentucky s¢s2-seetac-t see Density: 2 eer so ne eee 
Wouisiana. @=s— coe eo. ee ene UCSH es 36 226-5 ae nee 
Maryland =55 cece eee ae oes W-DIViGCS aa ae oe 
Mississinpiz ao ence ee ees CSk =. Bernie ae Sn eee 

MISSOUTL IS =e o> = Se se ee ee UOS aie anaes ek ee eee ees 
Mon tan Wee 222 oes ae eee UGS Reena eae ee 
Nebraskade a- 2) see oa eee es UGS: 2 eee 
ING Vadae 2 seo: Se Pa ae ae UGS) 2S Sak ee a 
ING dekveneplaulds| = see WGCSE et Sa eae ee see nee 

ING Wa OX1C0 22 iene aaa. ree UGSE 2 eis tai. oo ee emacs 
IN GWE Y OL KS see eee See U CSS 2. Sects 5 ee eee 
North Carolinas ses.=- = bate oe Ste UOSLS) =a eee ee 
Ohio <2: eee eee ee Not measured ast==saene a seaes 
Okishom sts: sess ee eee ICS 852 ae eee 

Oregon eeeene see een ees WC Sse eee ee ee eee 
[Berataeybeenany ne UCS 5 See er ee ee 
Rhoderislan dike saa eee UGS se ees se eh See ee oe 
POUGHO) BKOba see ene eee WGS ei see ee eee 
TGXag eee Rae aes Se ee Bar ee UCS; cohesiometer_-__-.-.-.--- 

Witehes—- Bee ee meee eee U OG ee a ser see ee 
Virginia aoe) See ee eee WCS hc 5 ier. ease LE ee 
Washington soso eee 0 OFS ate Re EE oe ME Ae Ne 2 
West Virginia ee eee UCS; stabilometer; cohesiometer 
Wisconsin setae os oss Oe nee WG See ss so 2 san be Sree 
Wy OMIN =e sees see. See eee UCS; stabilometer (CTA) ____- 

Federal Aviation Administration UGS 2s 5. Se eae ee oe 
ES ANS V2.5 oo oe eee (6 OR gee Fee ee eek 
U.S. Corps of Engineers__--_--_-_-_- Wb StH at UiC)S eae rem 
Caddopharish. Wat aaa = eee Denisitvaee sete eee ee 
San Diego County, Calif.______- UCS; stabilometer__..-----.__- 

1 After 12-cycle wet-dry or freeze-thaw. 

Relative strength coefficient. 

None. 
Gravel equivalencies. 
Not considered structurally. 
Relative strength coefficient. 

Relative strength coefficient. 
Experience. 
Relative strength coefficient. 
K-values according to PCA. 
Gravel equivalencies. 

Gravel equivalencies; K-value—PCA. 
Relative strength coefficient. 

Do. 
Minimum strength. 

California bearing ratio. 
Relative strength coefficient. 
Gravel equivalencies. 

Relative strength coefficient. 

Gravel equivalencies. 
None. Minimum strength required. 
California bearing ratio. 

Gravel equivalencies. 

The amounts of cement-treated materia) 

used during the last 8 years are listed i 

table 1. It is shown by the data in the tab] 

that the amounts of cement-stabilized me 

terial used in 1966 and 1967 were almos 

identical—about 50 million square yards. Th 

amount used in 1968 decreased about 2 

percent from the amounts used in the 

previous years. It is difficult to assess th 

significance of this information because fiv 

of the 36 States using cement-treated materia] 

account for most of the reported use, and an 

change in policy by any one of the five woul 

markedly influence the reported totals. On 
State-by-State basis, the data indicate tha 

use of cement-stabilized material in the las 

3 years has significantly decreased in Louis 

ana, Mississippi, and New Mexico. It is als 

indicated that soil-cement is used mor 

prevalently in the Southeast, and cement 

Do. 

Do. 

Table 9.—Correlations or equivalencies established for cement-treated materials 

State or other organization 

IOV Gc she eee tc Ee IE 2 I a ts eta ene 
Georgia_____ Bee EI SE a ee Se te RO ee Arey ote ee 
Hawall.2 325-2 nos BES ee Bi en eee 

Tin oisssess ee? a iets EO ee Oe IS eS ea ey &.) end Nae ee 

Lowa 22. eer es Pe ere RA 2 Age Se ER ER Nee ee et ee 
Kentucky 22 Se ee en ee Cone nh ne Or ee ee ee ee 
Louisiana tec. 26 ee oe oe ee Se ee age ee eee pe ee nee 
Maryland. 2 2. = 5 Nes cee ee eet ee Ee ae ee A ee 
Mississippi: S224= Se te ce core ee ees ee ee Oe a Ee 

Oregon 2508 ee a" a 25 Ve ee ee ee ee ee ee ee eee 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 

Virginia’. sas 2e ct ho ce oon aoa sea ay toe oe ee ee ae ee eee 
WashingtonS:2 5 Se ewe eee ee. ee ok ee eee 
West Virginia <= Sas Soeeeere cs ee eee ee eee See Fe eens eee 
Wisconsin. 232222224 22 eee tae ee eee eee 
Wyoming 220 = eae ee PEO See ae 

HederalbAviationgA dininis tre tl oi seers meee eee tee 
UWS Na Yie! men ay aoe ek oo ee eee eS) ee 
U.S: Corps of Engineersas seat ee ae eee een ee ee eee ae 
Caddo: Parish a 220 eee eS eee Leino, ee eee 
San Diego County, Calif 
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Coefficient or equivalency 

Gu >650, a2=0.23; 400< qu <650, a2=0.20; qu<400, a2=0.15. 
CTA, a2=0.25; l-in. CTA =2-in, granular base. 
S-C, a2=0.20. 
du=750, 1-in. CTB=1.7-in. gravel; R=80, 1-in. CTB=1.2-in. gravel. 
None. 

None. 
8-C, a2=0.30. 
Qu >400, 1-in. CTA=1.5-in. gravel. 
Traffic index>7.0, 1.5 in.=1 in.; 6.8>TI>5.5, 1.75 in.=1in. TI<5.4, 1 in.=2.00 in. 
300<qu <650, 0.15<a2<0,23. 

CTA: qu>300, a2=0.20; S-C: qu>300, a2=0.15; CMS: qu>100 as=0.10. 
1-in. S-C=1-in. DGA; Lin. CTA=1-in. crushed DGA. 
qu >300 Dissie ao=0.15. 

1-in. S-C or cement-treated DGA=2-in. untreated DGA. 
du >500, a2=0,20. 

l-in. CTA=1%-in. DGA; 1-in. S-C=14-in. DGA. 
ag=0.15. 
None. 
400<qu<750, 22=0.20; qu>750, a2=0.23. 
l-in. CTA=2-in. gravel. 

CTA: Class A, a2=0.23; Class B, qu>300, a2=0.17; Class C, a,=0.12. 
None. 
6-in. S-C=8-in. crushed stone; CTA, a2=0.20; S-C 0.15<a)<0.20; CMS, 0.10<a2<0.15. 
None. 
a Bac 1-in. soil asphalt; 1-in. DGA; Lin. fine aggregate black base; 2-in. select borrow; 34-in. aggregate 

black base. 

qu >1,000 p.s.i., l-in. CTA=1.8-in. crushed stone. 
CTA, a2=0.30; S-C, a2=0.20. 
None. 
Gu <400, a9=0.15; 400<qu<650, a2=0.20; qu>650, a2=0.23. 
l-in. S-C=1-in. gravel. 

300<qu<600, a2=0.14; qu>600, a2=0.17. 
CTA=1 X AC; CTA on subgrade=0.6 X AC; S-C=0.4 X AC. 
Qu >850, 1-in. CTA =1.74-in. gravel. 
l-in. CTA=1.65-in. gravel. 
None. 
Depending on qu, 0.15<a,< 0.25. 

1-in. macadam=1-in. S-C; 1-in. S-C=1.5-in. crushed stone, caliche. 
1-in. S-C=2-in. gravel (rigid); l-in. S-C=1.3-in. gravel (flexible). 
8-C yields CBR 50-80. 
None 
Lin. Class A CTA=1.7-in. gravel; 1-in. Class B=1.5-in. gravel; 1-in. Class C=1.2-in. gravel. 
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0.28 

0.24 

0.04 

200 

treated aggregate more widely in the 

Southwest. 

Type and location of treated material 

(question 2) 

The amounts of cement-treated materials, 

their locations in the pavement structure, and 

descriptions of the pavement structures in- 

volved are given in tables 1-5. As shown in 
table 2, treated material is divided almost 

equally between soil-cement and cement- 

treated aggregate. Use of cement-modified 

soil was reported in only two States. According 

to tables*1—5, soil-cement is used largely as a 
base course in secondary roads, whereas 

cement-treated “aggregate serves more fre- 

quently as a base for flexible pavements on 

orimary and Interstate highways and as a 

subbase for rigid pavements. 
} 

Procedures for thickness design (question 4) 

Thickness design procedures are listed in 

sable 6. Of the 33 States responding to the 

question concerning thickness design, 15 indi- 

sated that layer thickness was dictated by 

experience or equipment capabilities, and 18 

stated that an analytical procedure was used. 
| 
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Figure 2.—Relationship between compressive strength and coefficient of relative strength, Illinois Division of Highways (from final 

report NCHRP Project No. I-11). 

The majority of the States using an analytical and minimum thicknesses for soil-cement and 

procedure for thickness design indicated that 8 inches and 4 inches for cement-treated 

they used the AASHO Interum Guide for the aggregate. Although, as is well known, use 

Design of Flexible Pavement Structures, in of a 6-inch thickness is virtually universal, 

which coefficients of relative strength are used it is shown in table 7 that 8-inch layers are 

to determine required layer thickness. The also common. In two States the maximum 

States using the AASHO procedure derive the layer thickness is 12 inches, in one State 10 

coefficients from values of unconfined com- inches, and in another 9 inches, 

pressive strength. 
Strength measurements for pavement de- 

In four States the R-value procedure rather 3 : 
sign (question 6) 

than the AASHO guide is used. Other design 

procedures, based on California bearing ratio, 

triaxial strength, or modulus of subgrade 

support, were also mentioned as being used, 

but to a lesser extent. 

In nearly all the States, it was indicated 

that strength properties of cement-treated 

materials are evaluated. In the 32 States 

where strength is measured, 30 highway de- 

partments use an unconfined compressive 

strength test, one uses a triaxial test, and 

another a plate-bearing test. 

In the AASHO interim guide the coefficients 

of relative strength have been correlated with 

unconfined compressive strength. Highway 

departments in 16 States indicate that they 

assign a coefficient of relative strength to 

Thickness limits (question 5) 

Question 5 requested information on the 

range of thicknesses actually constructed 

and the maximum and minimum thicknesses 

considered practical in the various States. 

This question was included because past 

experience would be expected to influence 

future thickness design. As indicated in table incorporate strength properties into their 

7, the majority of agencies regard 8 inches pavement design procedures. Equivalent 

and 6 inches as the practical maximum gravel factors, rather than coefficients of 
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Figure 3.—Relationship between compressive strength and coefficient of relative strength, 

Texas Highway Department (from final report NCHRP Project No. 1-11). 

relative strength, are used in 10 other States. 

A method in which unconfined compressive 

strength properties are used to arrive at the 

structural coefficient of cement-treated base 

has been developed in Arizona, but such 

factors as gradation, plasticity index, method 

of mixing (central plant or in-place), and 

thickness of asphaltic concrete cover are also 

used to develop the coefficient. 

Correlations and equivalencies (question 7) 

The relative strength coefficients or equiva- 

lent gravel factors used in the different States 

are listed in table 9. Some highway depart- 

ments have adopted the unconfined com- 

pressive strength criterion developed from the 

AASHO road test—that is, for cement- 

treated material (not soil-cement), a coefficient 

of 0.23 is used when the unconfined com- 

pressive strength is more than 650 p.s.i., 0.20 

when the strength is between 650 and 400 

p.s.i., and 0.15 when the strength is less than 

400 p.s.i. 

A modified form of the AASHO criterion 

is used in other States. For example, in Illi- 

nois and Texas,? the variation in structural 

coefficient for cement-treated materials as 

a function of 7-day unconfined compressive 

strength has been established. This relation- 

ship for Illinois is shown in figure 2. The upper 

point of the curve represents the cement- 

treated sand-gravel base used in the AASHO 

road test; the lower point, the same sand and 

gravel material without cement; and the 

intermediate point, a material with the 

minimum compressive strength required for 

durable soil-cement base. In Texas (fig. 3 

it has been demonstrated that for a given 

unconfined compressive strength, a range of 

coefficients, rather than a single value, may 

be assigned. 

2 Evaluation of AASHO Interim Guides for Design of Pave- 

ment Structures by B. F. MeCullough, C. J. Van Til, B. A. 

Vallerga, and R. G. Hicks, Final Report NCHRP Project 

1-11 (in review stage, December 1969). 
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Initially, the Arizona State Highway De- 

partment adopted the structural coefficient 

values established by the AASHO road test 

and used them as a guide to establish values 

for their own construction materials. However, 

after the new values were used to evaluate the 

pavement structure of several projects, it was 

decided that the coefficients should be revised. 

Although lower coefficients were established 

for most materials, after a considerable 

amount of study and research, the coefficients 

for cement-treated base were higher. The 

method used in Arizona to develop the struc- 

tural coefficient for cement-treated base is 

summarized in table 10. 

Pavement structures (question 3) 

In question 3, descriptions of typical pave- 

ment structures featuring cement-stabilized 

materials were requested. The information 

supplied in the responses is given in tables 3, 4, 

and 5 for secondary, primary, and Interstate 

highways, respectively. The typical pavement 

structure most frequently described for 

secondary highways (table 3) consists of a 

6-inch soil-cement or cement-treated aggregate 

Table 10.—Method for arriving at coefficient of relative strength for cement-treated basi 

[Arizona State Highway Department—from final report NCHRP Project No. 1-11] 

Condition 

base course placed directly on the subgrade 

and surfaced with 3 inches of asphaltic con-) 

crete or with a double bituminous surface 

treatment. However, it was indicated in sey-| 

eral States, that the structure includes select! 

borrow or aggregate subbase. . 

In table 4, it is shown that thicker asphaltic 

concrete surfaces are provided for primary 

roads. Compared to secondary highways,) 

primary structures more frequently include 

subbases. A comparison of tables 3 and 4 indi-, 

cates that cement-treated aggregate more 

frequently serves as a base course for primary, 

roads, whereas soil-cement is more frequently 

used as a base for secondary roads. 

According to tables 4 and 5, similar flexible 

pavement structures usually are used for 

primary and Interstate highways—about 4 

inches of asphaltic concrete surface, 6 inches 

of cement-treated aggregate base, and 8 inches 

of granular subbase placed directly on un: 

treated subgrade. On Interstate highways ¢ 

thicker subbase is often used, the subgrade is 

stabilized, or an additional subbase is 

provided. 

County highway departments 

Cement-treated materials are used in only, 

two of the 10 counties responding to the ques: 

tionnaire—Caddo Parish, La., and San Dieg¢ 

County, Calif. One project using cement 

treated materials has been constructed it 

Caddo Parish; it consists of a 7-mile section o 

roadway with an 8-inch soil-cement base anc 

a triple bituminous surface treatment 

Respondents in San Diego County indicatec 

that they have used cement-treated aggregati 

and soil-cement for base course, and Californii 

Department of Highways procedures (R- 

value) for thickness design. 

Federal agencies 

Three of the four Federal agencies solicited—_ 

the Federal Aviation Administration, Nava 

Facilities Engineering Command, and Arm) 

Corps of Engineers—responded to the ques 

tionnaire and indicated that they used cement 

stabilized materials for pavement construction © 

A response was not received from the Depart 

ment of Housing and Urban Development. 

(Continued on p. 91) 

Amount to be added to 
base coefficient 0.12 ! 

Mixing: 
Central ‘plants. fee ae eee eee eee ae ee en ois, oe eg Bi = Be 
ERs. a Grade. duepeeets Cited eee SS Sa ee Geta toe Sens 

Passing NO 8 SIO Vie=-50 30 ieee es teers arene ae ene 
Passing INO@4 sievio—45— 7/0 en eee ee eee eee 
Strength: 

More Chan 500) DiS: es eee ee ees ee ne 
300-500 DiS: l ae ta ae Fe ee ee ee eee 
Messiphani300\p-saless=== ee 

Plasticity index—nonplastic_____- 
Thickness of asphaltic concrete ov 

ANin Chess. weaken. Nae em Fs 
6:inches2 os See eee ee 

1The coefficient used for design is arrived at by adding to 0.12 (the base coefficient for CTB) the values in column 2 as ay 

propriate for a given condition. Example—structural coefficient for cement-treated base that is to be plant-mixed, is nonpla: 

tic and is to have 6 inches of asphaltic concrete cover is—0.12+-0.05-+-0.01+-0.02=0.20, 

Eas See ee -percent_-_ 
percent __ 

ocoeo Nron 

Se esss Sess os sooo oe RKOosl 
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BY THE OFFICE OF 
‘DEVELOPMENT 

Reported by ' JESSE R. CHAVES 
Highway Engineer 

Engineering Services Division 

Introduction 

ITHIN the last 15 years aerial photo- 

grammetric engineering has become an 

established discipline in many highway or- 

ganizations. Not only has photogrammetry 

helped improve the overall efficiency of 

highway planning, location, and design, but, 

in the last 5 years, the application of compu- 
tational photogrammetry has increased the 

accuracy of photogrammetric surveys for 

highways and has helped reduce survey costs. 

The development of the Stereo Image Alter- 
nator system has enabled the use of color 

photographs in double projection instruments 

for mapping. 

1 Presented at the Tenth Annual Photogrammetry Short 

| 
| 
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Course, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill., June 1-12, 1970. 

Photogrammetry for Highway 

Location and Design— 
Review of Current Methods 

Planning, 

Some of the ways in which aerial photogrammetry is used for highways 

and some of the problems associated with large scale map compilation are 

discussed in this summary of photogrammetric practices. The author reviews 

procedures for route selection and topographic mapping, and discusses the 

more recent technique of strip analytical aerial triangulation using wide angle 

photography in terms of highway engineering needs. 

In this summary, established photogram- 

metric practices are outlined, as are particular 

problems associated with photogrammetry 

in highway applications. New techniques 

that have excellent potential and areas that 

need further development are included in 

the discussion. Currently, in research and 

development, at least four areas are being 

emphasized in connection with photogram- 

of efficient terrain data 

design ; 

metry: Development 

acquisition systems for highway 

production of large scale orthophotographs 

for use in highway planning and location 

studies, and in right-of-way acquisition; 

development of computer graphics systems 

for automating map compilation; and devel- 

opment of integrated computer systems for 

optimizing photogrammetric computations. 
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Route Selection and Topographic 

Mapping 

Selecting highway corridors 

In the selection of highway corridors, which 

is the preliminary reconnaissance phase of 

highway location, available photo indexes, 

aerial photographs, topographic quadrangle 

maps, and other maps are used. Stereoscopic 

vertical aerial photographs at scales of 

1:20,000-1:60,000 and quadrangle maps at. 

seales of 1:24,000, 1:62,500, or 1:250,000 for 

the area of interest between given terminal 

points are examined. Rarely would special 

topographic mapping be required at this stage, 

as possible corridors through which highways 

can be located may be 2—20 miles wide. 

The principal basis for corridor selection is 

the study of aerial photographs and maps and 

the use of available planning information, 

such as census surveys and origin and desti- 

nation surveys. Because the area covered is 

usually extensive, only general information 

would be considered—major land use, topo- 

graphic features, and river crossings; adverse 

soil and ground conditions, such as swamps or 

landslides; potential areas of scenic interest or 

potential recreation sites; existing transporta- 

tion system, such as highways, railroads, and 

airports; and major potential sources of con- 

struction materials. When compared with 

recent photographs, old aerial photographs 

will reveal past land use and show major 

trends in land use. 

Selecting route alternatives 

In the next phase of reconnaissance each 

route corridor is examined to determine which 

route or routes within it are the most practical. 

Photographs and maps used in the pre- 

vious phase are usually adequate for this 

purpose, but they are studied and analyzed in 

somewhat greater detail. Particular attention 

is paid to fitting the alinements to the top- 

ography within curvature and grade con- 

straints; avoiding excessive rise and fall, bed- 

rock excavation, and high-cost or productive 

farmland; minimizing property severance and 

disturbance to trees or other natural features; 

number and size of grade separation struc- 

tures and bridges; and needed transportation 

service to communities with minimum dis- 

ruption to residences, public buildings, public 

utilities, ete. Individual route alternatives are 

delineated on the aerial photographs and on 

the maps. 

Selecting optimal route 

After the route alternatives have been de- 

lineated, they must be compared to determine 

the optimal route. For this comparison, the 

third phase of reconnaissance, larger scale 
photography and mapping may be required 
for critical segments of selected routes or for 
the entire length of the more feasible routes. 
The larger scale photographs and maps, also 
permit earthwork volumes and construction 
costs to be estimated, and construction and 
maintenance problems to be considered. Re- 
connaissance route topographic maps may 
range in scale from 1 inch: 1,000 feet to 1 
inch: 200 feet with contour intervals from 20 
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feet to 5 feet. The scale and contour interval 

selected depends on the ruggedness of topog- 

raphy and the intensity of land use. Usually 

these maps are compiled at a scale of 400 or 

200 feet: 1 inch with a 10-foot or 5-foot 

contour interval respectively. Corresponding 

photography scales are 1:24,000 and 1:12,000, 

assuming a 5-diameter enlargement from 

photograph to map. 

Preliminary survey 

As a result of the comparative analysis, the 

optimal route is selected and recommended. 

After public hearings have been held and the 

proposed route has been approved, a pre- 

liminary survey is initiated. Large scale route 

topographic maps with scales of 200 feet: 1 

inch to 40 feet: 1 inch and contour intervals of 

5 feet to 1 foot are compiled for detailed loca- 

tion and design. The map scale and contour 

interval selected depend on the nature of the 

topography, the intensity of land use, and the 

accuracy required. 

to Procedures’ Leading Map 

Compilation 

Mapping in the preliminary survey stage 

In the preliminary survey for detailed lo- 

cation and design, the following steps apply to 

large scale topographic mapping: 

e Assemble and verify all available hori- 

zontal and vertical ground control data along 

the approved route. These data are available 

from the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, 

from the U.S. Geological Survey, and from 

other sources for some routes. 

e Plan and indicate on appropriate maps 

photographic flight lines along the route, con- 

sidering for each model the relief-height to 

flight-height ratio imposed by the limitations 

of certain photogrammetric plotters. 

e Plan horizontal and vertical ground con- 

trol distribution along the route. This includes 

the basic control traverse, which should orig- 

inate and close on first or second order station 

markers that are part of the National survey 

network established by the U.S. Coast and 

Geodetic Survey. In control planning, the 

method of providing supplemental control— 

by ground methods or by analytical or analog 

aerial triangulation—should be considered. 

e Place photographic targets on all basic 

horizontal and vertical control points and on 

a reasonable number of supplemental control 

points to assure reliable and accurate mapping 

and subsequent engineering measurements. 

e Photograph the route to be mapped ac- 

cording to the flight plan using a precision 

aerial camera and high performance lens. 

e Perform a basic control survey using an 

electronic distance measuring instrument and 

precision theodolite and leveling instruments. 

Accurately adjust horizontal and _ vertical 

traverses. 

e Perform a supplemental ground control 

survey required for mapping or alternatively 

perform analytical or analog aerial triangula- 

tion to provide positions and elevations of 

supplemental control points. 

* Compile topographic maps, and field edit 

or complete as necessary. 

The steps involved in map compilation are 

discussed in the following paragraphs. 1 

Assembling control data 

In addition to published information—tri- 

angulation diagrams, control leveling index 

maps, and description lists of control points of 

the Coast and Geodetic Survey and Geologica) 

Survey—the U.S. Army Topographic Com. 

mand in Washington, D.C., maintains ¢ 

eround-control-data bank. The Topographic 

Command has informal cooperative agree: 

ments to exchange horizontal-control date 

with Federal, county, and municipal agencies 

and with State highway and private organiza. 

tions. The data bank is maintained on mag. 
netic tape and updated periodically. Annually 

or upon request a tape containing all the 

available control data for a given area is for: 

warded on loan to the cooperating organiza 

tion. In turn, the organization sends a tapc 

containing all existing control data or ney 

data to the Topographic Command to updat 

the central-data bank. Vertical-control data i; 

not included in the data bank and the quality 
of horizontal-control data is not indicated. 

The Coast and Geodetic Survey (1)? ha: 

also initiated a geodetic data bank on mag 

netic tape for newly surveyed horizonta 

control that will be available to interestec 

users, although the data will not includ 

descriptive information concerning the geo 

detic points. 

Planning photographic flight 

Flight lines should be planned to adequatel 

cover the mapping band and to allow sufficien 

tolerances for flight-line position and aircraf 

altitude. Displacement of images on large 

scale photographs of rugged topography ma_ 

be sufficient to cause gaps in coverage unles. 

endlap is increased. The normal requiremen 

for the average endlap is between 57 and 6 

percent. If one or more negatives in a fligh) 

strip exceeds a minimum of 55 percent or 

maximum of 68 percent, the photographs ma_ 

be rejected. In rugged-relief areas the 68-pel| 

cent limit can be relaxed to insure complet. 

stereoscopic coverage (2). 

When Kelsh-type plotters are used fc 

large-scale mapping, the relation betwee 

map scale and relief-height to flight-heigh 

(h/H) ratio must be considered for eac. 
model of a flight strip because of the limit 
tion in measuring range of these plotter: 

Sometimes the h/H may control the large: 
feasible map scale. For a Kelsh instrumer_ 

using 6-inch focal length photography and | 

5:1 projection ratio the h/H must not excee 

\%. For example, topographic maps at a sca. 

of 50 feet to 1 inch are desired; but becaus 

the plotter projection ratio is 5:1, aerii 

photographs must be taken at a scale of 2 

feet to 1 inch (1:3,000). From the relationshi 

S=f/H, the required flight height for a 6-in¢ 

camera can be computed: 

ie 
3,000 H 

H=1,500 feet 

2Italic numbers in parentheses identify the referent 

listed on p. 87. 
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herefore, the maximum relief that can be 

easured in any model is 1,500/4 0 h=375 

‘eet, where H is taken from the low point in 

he model. 

Image motion, or image smear during 

xposure, is another problem associated with 

ow-flight photography. The naked eye can 

ften discern the results of image motion on 

rge-scale photographs by the apparent 

yidening of photographic target legs oriented 

fomendicular to the flight line. Beandenberger 

3) has stated that for precision photogram- 

netry the image motion during exposure on 

he film negative should be less than 25 

nierometers; accordingly, the following 

>yrmula is given for computing the allowable 

yaximum exposure time (Tmax) in seconds: 

| Tmax = 0:00009-H 
fv 

Vhere, 
i 

' H=flight height, meters 

_ f=focal length of camera, meters 

v=aircraft ground speed, kilometers per 

hour 

if 

xxample—compute Tmax for the following 

conditions: 

5 

iven: 

Photograph scale= 1:3,000 

Camera focal length=6 inches 

Flight height= 1,500 feet 

Aircraft ground speed= 150 m.p.h. 

, H=(1,500 ft.) (0.8048) =457.2 meters 

_ f= in.) (.0254) =0.152 meter 

, 0=(150 m.p.h.) (1.6093) =241.4 Km. per 

hour 

__ (0.00009) (457.2) _ ; 

maerosis2)(2411,. 00112 second | Tmax 
} 

his formula can also be rearranged to com- 

ite the minimum allowable flight height for 
‘given minimum exposure time. 

lanning control distribution 

The basic control points are planned length- 

ise along the route at intervals of 1,200— 

000 feet, and permanent station markers are 

’ sed on them. If supplemental control is to 

_ > obtained by field surveys, control distri- 

_ ition should provide at least three horizontal 
f ad five vertical control points in each model 

'). Preferably four of the supplemental con- 

ol points are located near each corner of the 
_ odel and the fifth near the center. Semi- 

armanent station markers are used on these 

‘pplemental control points. 

There are no hard and fast rules regarding 

te density and distribution of ground control 

ir photogrammetric bridging. Many factors 

_ fluence the accuracy of bridged supplemental 

mtiol—how completely systematic errors 

‘e removed, accuracy of primary control, 

ght height, extent of photographic target- 

g, topography, and quality of orienting and 

easuring each bridged model. Accuracy re- 

iirements and a knowledge of the attainable 
‘idging quality determine the density of 
yound surveyed points. Typical analog bridg- 

g of large-scale photographs is as follows: 
fg 
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Two horizontal and four vertical control points 

in the first model of each flight strip; there- 

after, one horizontal and two vertical control 

points in every fourth model and in the 

last model of the strip. For analytical aerial 

triangulation, the control in the first model 

of the flight strip can be reduced to one hor- 

izontal and two vertical control points, as 

absolute orientation of the first model is not 

necessary. 

Photographie targets 

The design of photographic targets and their 

placement on survey control markers have 

undergone considerable experimentation. It is 

recognized that control premarking is essential 

in accurate large-scale mapping for location 

and design. Many State highway organizations 

base target designs on mapping experience to 

develop targets that best suit their particular 

conditions. There are several target designs 

(2) that are recommended for large-scale map- 

ping. The following criteria are incorporated 

in all suitable target designs: symmetrical 

shape; adequate size for specific scale of pho- 

tography; and sufficient contrast between 

design components or between the target and 

its background to be sharply recorded on the 

aerial negative. Designs with white target 

centers are usually avoided because of 

elevation-exaggeration effects in the stereo- 

scopic model. 

Aerial photography 

Prescribed flight lines, endlap, and flight 

altitude all should be maintained while the 

route is being photographed. The aerial camera 

should be equipped with a high-resolution, 

low-distortion lens; detailed specifications for 

the aerial camera and film are given in the 

Reference Guide Outline (2). Dimensionally 

stable film bases must be used, as an unstable 

film base is the most frequent cause of model 

deformation. 

Basic control 

Second- and third-order control surveys can 

be readily performed with modern electronic 

distance-measuring equipment, precision the- 

odolites, and levels. Usually, second order or 

better horizontal surveys and third order or 

better vertical surveys are preformed. The 

importance of accuracy becomes apparent 

when it is realized that the basic control 

survey is the basis for all subsequent engineer- 

ing measurements, including design and con- 

struction staking of the highway facility. 

Conventional computer programs are available 

that adequately perform traverse adjustments, 

as well as a weighted least squares traverse 

adjustment program that takes into account 

the accuracy of the measured distances and 

angles (4). 

Supplemental control 

In some State highway organizations, sup- 

plemental control for mapping is obtained by 

ground surveys. Because the cost of a ground 

survey constitutes 40-70 percent of the total 

cost of a photogrammetric survey, analog 

and analytic aerial triangulation have been 

used more extensively in recent years. 

Since 1964 a number of computer programs 

for analytical strip aerial triangulation have 

been published by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic 

Survey (4, 6) and by the National Research 

Council (N.R.C.) of Canada (7, 8). More 

recently, Karara and Marks (9) and Wong 

(10) have published modified versions of the 

Coast and Geodetic Survey programs. The 

programs of Karara and Marks (9) have 

provisions for linking the strip coordinate 

computation with the strip adjustment so 

that ground coordinates can be computed in a 

single pass. The modified programs also permit 

the use of spike fiducials (open centers) in the 

corners of the photograph. Wong’s programs 

(10) also include subroutines to perform 

semianalytical aerotriangulation by the in- 

dependent model method. Strogis and Chaves 

(11)3 have modified the N.R.C. strip triangu- 

lation program (7) to include an 

coordinate refinement program (12) primarily 

for small computer applications. Another 

computer program, recently developed (13), 

reduces stereocomparator measured data for 

photographs with side fiducials. The output of 

this program is designed for input to the 

N.R.C. triangulation program (7). 

Accuracy of results obtained by strip aerial 

triangulation for large-scale mapping varies 

according to type of measuring equipment; 

seale of photographs and number of fiducials; 

and accuracy, density, and distribution of 

ground control. For example, in an experiment 

in construction staking, the California Division 

of Highways used both analog and analytical 

methods to bridge five models at a scale of 

1:6,000. Five horizontal and 10 vertical 

control points were used to adjust the strip 

and to compute the position and elevation of 

312 targeted construction-control points. 

Photographs were taken with a 6-inch aerial 

camera and bridged with both a 

comparator and a first order analog in- 

strument. The standard errors of the test 

points for the analytically computed horizontal 

and vertical coordinates were +0.24 and 

+(0.28 ft. respectively. Standard errors from 

analog bridging were +0.7 and +0.5 for 

the horizontal and_ vertical coordinates 

respectively. 

The Reference Guide Outline (2) contains 

specifications and accuracy requirements for 

analog and analytical aerial triangulation. 

image 

stereo- 

Map compilation 

The accuracy of topographic maps com- 

piled by photogrammetric methods may be 

affected by many factors, some of which are 

as follows: 

e Errors in the ground control survey. 

e Errors in photographic identification of 

ground control. 

e Image motion during exposure, 

e Poor calibration of the aerial camera or 

plotting instrument. 

e Film distortion caused by film develop- 

ment and drying. 

e Camera malfunction, such as vacuum 

failure, at the instant of exposure, causing 

deformation of the negative. 

3 A subsequent revision has added the N. R.C. strip adjust- 

ment program so that ground coordinates can be computed in 

a single pass (unpublished TIES Computer Program 

R-0300). 
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e Poor distribution of ground control in a 

model. 

e Operator’s inability to measure stereo- 
scopic model with precision. 

e Incomplete lens distortion compensation 

in the stereoscopic model. 

According to specifications (2) governing 

topographic map accuracy, 90 percent of the 

elevations determined from solid line con- 

tours should be within % contour interval or 
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Photogrammetric control subsystem. 

better, and the remaining 10 within one 

contour interval. In determining compliance, 

contour shift tolerance has the effect of 

lowering the vertical accuracy and is not 

permitted. On steeper slopes where inter- 

mediate contours may be omitted, vertical 

accurancy is based on the index contours. 

Similarly 90 percent of all planimetric features 

tested should be within 14) of an inch of 

their true positions and none should be 

misplaced by more than %9 of an inch. 

FILES 

PRIMARY 

POINT 

f/ WAP | 
MANUSCRIPT | 

As in the manufacturing industry, qualit. 

control procedures in map production prever. 

a defective product and give the highway eng 

neer confidence in the maps he uses. Becaus 

organizations may lack sufficient field sw) 

vey personnel to conduct field surveys fc 

testing maps, map checking can be don 

in a two phase procedure. First, selecte. 

models in a flight strip are reviewe 

and analyzed photogrammetrically by rese 

ting the models in a plotter using the sam 
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ound control data. Models that are border- 

jine or fail to meet specifications are further 

hecked by field profiles and traverses. This 

wo step procedure enables organizations to 

heck maps for completeness as well as for 

ecuracy and usually to ascertain the causes 

or errors or deficiencies. The California 

ivision of Highways developed the procedure 

the mid-1950’s to test a large volume of 

apping that was performed under contract 

14). Details and specifications are available 

2) for testing maps by field surveys and 

yhotogrammetric methods. 

Photogrammetric Cross Sections 

Measuring terrain cross sections by photo- 

crammetric methods to compute highway 

‘arthwork quantities is now a well established 

yrocedure in many State highway organiza- 

ions. In some States, however, organizations 
till obtain cross-section data by ground 

urveys. Photogrammetric plotting instru- 

nents for measuring cross sections are usually 

‘quipped with sealers or digitizers to measure 

md automatically record elevations and offset 

listances perpendicular to the highway center- 

ine. Earthwork quantity computations are 

letermined by combining original terrain 

ross-section data either with design template 

‘ross sections or with the as built roadway and 

errain. Cross sections are usually measured 

4 intervals of 50 feet, 100 feet, or at other 

ntermediate points along the centerline, as 

equired. Cross sections can be measured 

lirectly in a stereoscopic model or stripped 

rom topographic maps. 

The accuracy required depends on the 

ntended use of the cross sections. For example, 

o compare highway route alternatives, 

oreliminary quantities can be computed and 

he terrain data obtained from reconnais- 

ance topographic maps, because high accu- 
‘ 

acy is not required for route comparisons. 

Jowever, cross sections obtained for deter- 

aining earthwork quantities in designing 

corizontal alinement, grades, and_ slopes, 

oust be accurate, as highway projects 

cre advertised on the basis of design quantities. 

-ayment to the construction contractor is 

ometimes based on design quantities. Pay- 

nent also may be based on as buzlé quantities, 

vhich are computed from post construction 

inal cross sections and which must be accu- 
ate to insure equitable payment to the 

\ontractor. 

Vertical systematic error in the model or 

aap is one of the most serious sources of 

rror in determining earthwork quantities 

vy photogrammetric methods, and_ specifi- 

ations (2) for photogrammetrically measured 

ross sections include the algebraic mean of 

hese errors at randomly measured spot 

levations, test profiles, and cross sections. 

che influence on measured cross sections of 

ystematic vertical error in a model can be 

emoved by indexing on field elevations along 

he centerline at each cross section. This 
djustment is applied to all points on a given 
ross section and requires that the position 

if the centerline be known before photographs 

wre taken. Large-scale topographic maps free 
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of systematic vertical errors provide for 

ereater flexibility and enable the design 

engineer to position the designed alinement 

and obtain earthwork quantities without 

delay. 

Photogrammetric and Integrated 

Computer Systems 

A recent trend to develop integrated com- 

puter and photogrammetric systems has 

occurred both outside and within the highway 

engineering field to procure the data more 

efficiently and optimize the computations 

required in engineering work, 

Under the sponsorship of the Federal 

Highway Administration, the Texas Highway 

Department is developing an _ integrated 

Design Subsystem that is part of a larger 

comprehensive Total Integrated Engineering 

System (TIES). A generalized flow chart of a 

portion of the Roadway Segment of the 

Design Subsystem, called Photogrammetric 

Control, is included in the accompanying 

illustration, which shows individual computer 

processes (subroutines) and data flow between 

individual processes and the computer storage 

file. The computed output from this subsystem 

is used primarily to compile large-scale 

topographic, planimetric, and right-of-way 

maps, and a computer file of primary traverse 

points remains available for input to other 

programs in the Design Subsystem. 

The Nistri Analytical Plotter (AP/C) is an 

example (15) of another type of system in 

which photogrammetric instruments are in- 

tegrated on-line with digital computers. 

Konecny (16) has extended this concept by 
interfacing an Analytical Plotter with an 

IBM 360/50 system. Eventually, such a 

system will automatically produce ortho- 

photographs while simultaneously digitizing 

a model. The model, strip, or ground coordi- 

nates can be stored directly on a magnetic tape 

or any peripheral device for use by other 

programs in an integrated system. Alterna- 

tively some digital recording device, such as a 

magnetic tape unit, could be linked to the 

photogrammetric instrument for directly stor- 

ing the coordinates of terrain points without a 

direct link to a large computer. 

O’Connell (17) has reported on another 

system in which a Stereomat is linked to an 

IBM 1,800 computer to produce large-scale 

orthophotographs and simultaneously to digi- 

tize stereoscopic models for use in highway 

route location studies. The terrain coordinates 

were used as inputs to other programs for 

computing and plotting preliminary data for 

route location analysis. 

Summary and Conclusion 

During the last 6 years great strides have 

been made in the use of wide angle photog- 

raphy for strip analytical aerial triangulation 

in highway mapping. Superwide photography 

seems to have great potential for photogram- 

metric bridging, and its application needs to 

be fully evaluated. Semianalytical and block 

aerial triangulation also should be tested in 

terms of highway engineering needs. The 

application of photogrammetry in cadastral 

surveys for highway right-of-way acquisition 

has yet to be fully exploited, and the develop- 

ment of an efficient semiautomated system 

for producing orthophotographs and acquiring 

terrain data for engineering use has but begun. 

Computer graphics systems are needed to 

improve the efficiency of maps used in highway 

engineering. There is also need to develop and 

evaluate close range photogrammetric systems 

for making engineering measurements. Two 

areas in which some work has been done are 

the measurement of retaining wall movements 

and deflections and the measurement of micro- 

profiles of highway pavement surfaces for 

characterizing resistance to skidding. 
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The Third Base for the Federal Highway — 

Administration’s Contract Price Index 

Bye LES OLEICESOR 
HIGHWAY OPERATIONS 

HANGES in contract prices for highway 

construction in the United States, on a 

national basis, have been measured and pub- 

lished as a price index since 1933, and available 

data extends back to 1922. 

The index, known officially as Price Trends 

for Federal-Aid Highway Construction, was 

originally based on the 5-year period from 

1925 to 1929, and was described in detail in 

the July 1933 issue of PUBLIC ROADS, 4 

JOURNAL OF HIGHWAY RESEARCH, vol. 14, 

No. 5. 

As indicated by the title of this index, the 

trends are based on data from Federal-aid 

contract awards. Investigations have indi- 

cated, however, that prices on non-Federal- 

aid highway construction are substantially 

the same as those on Federal-aid work. The 

trends, therefore, are considered to reflect 

prices for all highway construction. 

In 1961, under the leadership of the Bureau 

of the Budget, the Federal Government 

endeavored to establish all indexes published 

by Federal agencies on a uniform 1957-59 

base period, beginning January 1, 1962. 

Accordingly, the Public Roads highway con- 

struction price index on the new base period 

was described in the October 1961 issue of 

PUBLIC ROADS, A JOURNAL OF HIGHWAY 

RESEARCH, vol. 31, No. 10, and in the Novem- 

ber 1961 issue of the American Road Builder. 

By Bureau of the Budget Memorandum of 

March 31, 1970, to the Heads of Executive 

Departments and Establishments, the year 1967 

was established as the standard reference base 

period for general-purpose index numbers pre- 

pared by Federal agencies until further notice. 

The Bureau of the Budget ruled that the new 

base period should be instituted as soon as 

practicable but generally no later than the 

date of issuance of January 1971 indexes. 

The highway construction contract price index, 

based on 1967 quantities and prices, will begin 

with the third quarter 1970 issue. 

The design of the 1967 base index will re- 

main essentially the same as that of the 1957— 

59 base index. The weightings of highway 

construction major items or operations have 

changed somewhat during the past 10 years 

but not nearly as much as the changes that 

occurred during the previous 30 years. In the 

waterways, and few tunnels. Compared to 

quantities for grading and structures, quanti- 

ties for base and surfacing work were therefore 

high. Highway geometries for the last several 

years have changed this relationship. A com- 

parison of the percentages or weights based on 

costs of the indicator items in the index during 

the different periods are shown in table 1. 

A comparison of quantities and costs based 

on one-third of the 1957-59 (3-year period) 

quantities at 1957-59 unit prices and total 

1967 quantities at 1967 unit prices are shown 

Table 1.—Percentage comparison of indicator items 

Reported by EDWIN L. STERN 

Supervisory Highway Engineer 

Construction and Maintenance Division 

in table 2. Figure 1 is a graphical representa. 

tion of the trends on the 1967 base. As shown, 

trends for the later years, plotted quarterly, 

are more definable than on previous represen- 

tations because three-quarter moving averages 

are being used. 

Annual figures from 1950 through 1967 and 

quarterly figures from 1968 to present are 

shown in table 3. Quarterly figures from 1962 

through 1967, both actual and three-quarter 

averages, are available from the Federal High- 

way Administration on request. 

1925-29 
quantities 
at 1925-29 

prices 

1925-29 
quantities 
at 1957-59 

prices 

1957-59 
quantities 
at 1957-59 

prices 

1957-59 
quantities 

at 1967 
prices 

1967 
quantities 

at 1967 
prices 

: Percent 
Excavation 

Surfacing: 
Portland cement concrete 
Bituminous concrete 

Total surfacing 

Percent 
24 

Percent 
34 

15 
16 

Percent 
37 

13 
14 

Percent 
39 

15 
14 

Structures: 
Reinforcing steel 
Structural steel 
Structural concrete 

3l 

6 
11 
18 

27 

5 
12 
19 

Total structures 

Total highway 

35 36 

Table 2.—Comparison of quantities and costs 

1957-59 base 1967 base Increase 

Item 
1% Unit 

quantity price 
Cost 

Thousands 
AXCAValLOn eee cu. yds-| 1, 218, 962 | $0. 420 

Surfacing: 
Portland cement concrete 

sq. yds. - 51,651 | 4.377 
Bituminous concrete 

Total surfacing 

Structures: 

Thousands 
$509, 864 

226, 076 
247, 491 

473, 567 

Quantity 

1, 656, 655 

79, 942 

Thousands 

Reinforcing steel 
Structural steel 

735, 626 95, 043 981, 587 

Unit 
price 

$0. 541 

4, 428 

Thousands 

Cost 

$896, 250 36. 

353,983 | 54. 
331, 254 
685, 237 

128, 392 

Quantity 

Percent 

37.8 

Cost 

Percent 
5 75.8 

8 56. 6 
33.8 

44,7 

35. 1 
0. 1946 167, 451 218, 387 30, 4 

Structural conerete____cu. yds-_- 263, 369 

525, 863 

1, 509, 294 

391, 682 

738, 461 

2, 319, 948 

48. 7 

40. 4 

53.7 

1920’s and early 1930’s roads still conformed 

largely to natural terrain. There were steep 

grades, comparatively short bridges over 

Total structures 

Total highway 
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Table 3.—Price trends for Federal-aid highway construction 

[1967 base] 1 

Surfacing Structures | 
| 

Common excava- 
tion Portland cement Bituminous Reinforcing Structural Structural | 

concrete concrete steel steel concrete | 

Year | Surfac- oni Strue ; 
Average Average Average ing Average Average Average a te 5 ae 8 
contract contract contract index contract contract contract index index 
price per} Index | price per| Index | price per| Index price per | Index | price per| Index | price per | Index j 
cubic square ton pound pound cubic 
yard yard yard 

=== --------------- $0. 32 59. 1 $3. 62 79.9 $5. 89 91.8 85.9 $0. 099 75.9 $0, 129 52 $42, 62 50.7 | 60.2 56. 6 
ae 0. 40 75.1 3. 92 86.5 7.33 all a 1T4,2 100. 5 MICE MSi sh ederie Malian learn he 74.8 S18 Oe 0. 43 79.9 4.19 92.5 6.98 108. 8 100.7 0. 119 92. 0 0. 178 72.3 52.24 | 74.4 76.3 84.1 
INP 0. 40 75.1 4,07 89.8 6. 53 101.8 95. 9 0. 121 93. 4 0.172 70.1 52, 82 75.2 76. 2 81.0 es 0.38 71.4 3.98 87.9 5.97 93.0 90.5 0, 112 86.3 0, 159 64.5 50. 15 71.4 Ties 76. 4 ee ee” 0. 35 65.6 3. 96 87.4 6. 07 94. 6 91.0 0. 110 84. 8 0. 157 64. 0 50. 01 71.2 70.8 74.3 
eee ee i 0. 40 74.9 4, 26 94. 0 6. 58 102. 6 98. 3 0, 127 97. 5 0, 212 86. 1 53. 74 76. 5 82. i 84, 0 
ae 0, 42 78. 6 4.34 95.8 6,75 105. 2 100.6 0.134 | 103.5 0, 228 92.6 55. 98 Wore i) 874 87.7 
oe ee 0. 43 80. 3 4.41 97.4 6. 67 104. 0 100. 7 0. 129 99. 5 0. 186 75.7 54. 10 77.0 79. 9 85. 6 
Lo ee ee eee 0. 40 74.7 4. 40 97.1 6. 58 102. 6 99. 9 0, 126 96. 8 0. 169 68. 6 53. 00 75.4 76, 4 82.0 
Lo ae a rT 0. 39 73. 2 4. 33 95. 6 6. 37 99. 3 97. 5 0.119 91.7 0. 167 67.7 51. 72 73.6 74, 3 80. 1 
eee 0.41 75. 5 4. 20 92.7 6, 35 98. 9 95. 9 0. 115 88. 5 0. 165 67.1 53. 38 76. 0 74.9 80. 7 
Wee ais - 0. 45 82.9 4, 28 94.4 6. 28 97.9 96.2 0, 113 86. 7 0. 166 67.7 54, 62 Hie 75.8 83.8 

| 

bo a eee 0. 45 82.6 gl / 94, 2 6. 32 95.9 97.2 0.113 86. 2 0. 167 67.6 53. 88 | 76.6 | 75.6 8 
oa a 0.45 82.6 4,24 95.7 6. 48 100. 1 97.9 0.114 87. 1 0. 182 73.8 Br 31 SLB go> | (86 i 
Sa 0. 46 84.8 4.16 93.9 6. 26 96. 8 95.3 0. 112 85. 7 0. 193 78.1 57. 71 82.1 81.5 86.9 
Looe 0. 47 87.4 4. 34 97.9 6. 50 100. 5 99, 2 0, 124 94. 5 0. 200 81.1 59, 63 84.8 85. 4 90.3 
eee ae ae = 0. 52 96. 5 4. 50 101.7 6. 44 99. 6 100. 7 0. 127 97. 2 0. 224 90. 7 63, 22 89.9 91,4 96. 1 
oho 0. 54 100. 0 4. 43 100. 0 6. 47 100. 0 100. 0 0.131 100. 0 0. 247 100. 0 70. 30 100. 0 100, 0 100. 0 

Hirshquarters.-—_ 0. 54 98. 9 4.70 106. 1 6. 71 103.8 105. 0 0. 1383 101.8 0, 252 101.9 72. 14 102. 6 102.3 101, 8 
Second quarter_-___ 0. 57 105. 0 4.7. 107.8 6. 82 105. 5 106. 7 0. 131 100.3 0, 233 94, 5 69. 75 99, 2 98. 0 103. 3 
Third quarter____- 0. 52 96. 9 4.73 106.8 6. 76 104. 6 105. 7 0. 129 98. 7 0. 260 105. 2 72. 61 103. 1 103. 0 101. 4 
Fourth quarter___- 0. 67 123. 1 5. 07 114.6 6. 82 105. 5 MOR 0. 133 102.0 0. 250 101. 2 74. 15 105. 5 103. 6 113. 1 

no: Average..____- 0. 56 102. 6 4.79 108. 1 Garda 104. 7 106. 4 0. 131 100. 5 0. 249 100. 8 71, 81 102. 1 101.5 103. 4 

First quarter_____- 0. 57 105. 7 4.38 98. 9 6. 83 105. 6 102.1 0. 135 103. 4 0, 268 108. 7 75, 35 107, 2 107.0 105. 1 
Second quarter___- 0. 61 112.8 4.59 103. 7 7h als 110.3 106. 9 0. 136 103.8 0. 277 112. 2 79. 91 113. 7 111.5 110.6 
Third quarter___-- 0, 59 108. 3 §. 35 120. 9 6. 76 104. 5 113.0 0. 148 113.2 0. 373 151.0 80.90 | 115.1 125, 4 115, 
Fourth quarter___. 0. 57 105. 4 5. 48 123.7 7. 51 116. 2 120. 1 0. 158 Lie ON323 131.0 89. 04 126. 7 12700 See GAG: 

0 Average.___-_- 0. 59 108. 5 4. 87 110. 0 Teil 108. 4 109. 3 0. 143 109. 6 0. 316 128.1 81. 34 115. 7 | 118.3 111.8 

First quarter_____- 0. 63 Ti 9/ 4.83 109. 0 7. 51 116.1 112.4 0. 150 114.9 0. 295 119. 5 er |) TBR |) SPO 116.4 
SOONG! COURS al se Se he lhe ae I a ae a ce (ee a | mag | Ee gem | Fe Se Oe se eee ee oe | Sage 
ANECEHGL ORDER RYE nc ease sec mle al a Se al een RS de I AIL TG Sig = Bag | gs lc cae en i eee (ees gn | Senne ae oe aed Se ee 
ETOH LIR CEC ATi CL eee ener | ee eae | eae tne [Ee prncme yl TAS DTS eae. ee eee eee Sl ee eh ee Be [eer Spe al oe a Cee er 2 oe Slt DES «A 

EWING 3 ascasl sense Soe el Bel es ee ai Sees rl eR A geet cee a) pec es De | ae ae (e See WSSee Soe i eovea| EG eee al ica Sem cet Say AE So i ae Ss 
| | 

Previous quarter base 2 

1969: 
iBarStniarveress=<cie 252s, .2- 2 S59 gi eetee eee SOs 0% | pees 100. 1 Pa hs Se oy ee LOTS 4 Se eee eee LOTSA R ore eens 101. 6 103. 3 92.9 
Pecond wi warber = 2) 2 =o LOGHG ante eee at 110428 eee ere 104. 4 10467 alae eae 1 OQY Aaa tee eer HOS sora eee eee | 106. 1 104, 3 105. 3 
spnindicmarters*—.)= 2-8 - 22. OG. liema | eee eee LGA Gig |e eee ee 94. 8 105. qos eee LOQUIS Tener we 4 TSANG yee oe 101, 2 112.4 104, 1 
Mourthiquarter-2=-| 52 =--- = OTS ee eee LOSES telat ees ia LOGE SH |e ee ees LOTSO al eee FSSeWi shen | |e eee eae 110, 1 101.3 101.3 

First quarter--_--- 9.8 
Second quarter__-_| 
Third quarter-___-_- 
Fourth quarter-__-- 

Three-quarter moving average 

1968: | 
First quarter-_....- 0, 54 100. 2 4. 67 105. 4 6. 72 103. 9 104. 7 0. 134 102. 5 0, 242 98. 2 [2 0e al 103. 2 101.6 | 102.0 
Second quarter____ 0. 54 100. 4 4,74 106. 9 6. 76 104. 6 105.8 0, 131 100. 2 0. 249 100, 7 71. 36 101.5 101. 0 102, 2 
Mhind quarter. .2—. 0. 56 104. 1 4. 80 108. 5 6. 80 105. 2 106. 9 0. 131 100. 1 0, 248 100, 5 71. 70 102;0 } 101.2 104, 0 
Fourth quarter__-_- 0. 56 103. 9 4.65 105. 0 6. 80 105, 2 105. 1 0. 132 100. 9 0, 259 104. 9 73. 76 104.9 | 104. 2 104, 3 

First quarter______ 0. 61 De, 4. 59 103. 7 6. 98 108. 0 105.8 0. 135 108. 3 0, 268 108. 6 17. 32 110. 0 108.4 | 109. 1 
Second quarter___- 0, 59 109, 6 4.73 106.8 6, 92 107.0 106. 9 0. 140 106. 7 0. 313 127.0 79, 20 UIP | 115. 9 110.8 
Third quarter_____ 0. 59 109, 2 5, 01 11382 7. 06 109. 2 ih 8} 0, 145 110.9 0, 324 131, 2 82. 65 117.6 | 120. 5 113. 4 
Fourth quarter-_--- 0. 59 109. 4 5.18 117.0 TAM 110.9 114.0 0. 152 116.0 0. 336 136. 0 SOR2 iene ee lne 124. 7 115.6 
FB i 

TRiOPSH GAH 2 eel ees el ese yee oes SE ee rg ee ie ee eee ere eee | enna 
SEDC! CRETE sea Mes eco ll es re aN Se I ae a ee ea eee ea Pe ea (an en (eee oe eee Pea en peered 
“TP nie CROMER em a pepo el os Seg ae ey Sete ete a 8 ef ee [ee eee |e eel be ee sale gee ay |---------- 
VO (GMBH DRY CORURETEL RN cece etn fee pele spe ES etc eR a a ee es | es ee eee eens eee ee Jee eee 

soneréte. 

1 Base for composite index, 1967, involves 1,656,655,000 cubic yards of roadway excavation, 
9,942,000 square yards of portland cement concrete surfacing with an average thickness of 8.7 
nehes, 51,230,000 tons of bituminous conerete surfacing, 981,587,000 pounds of reinforcing steel 
‘or structures, 885,235,000 pounds of structural steel and 5,572,000 cubic yards of structural 

Index figures for 1950 through 1962 are simple mathematical conversions from the 1957-59 
ase to the 1967 base. They were derived from the previously computed figures, using 1957-59 

base quantities and prices, dividing the figures for each year by the’ figures for the year 
1967, and multiplying by 100. Revisions for 1962 and figures subsequent thereto are comput- 
ed from 1967 base quantities and prices. ; ; ‘ 

Prices for portland cement concrete surfacing reflect adjustments to base period thickness in 
each State and do not include costs for reinforcing steel and joints. 

2 Index for each quarter as compared with 100.0 for each preceding quarter. 
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Figure 1.—Price trends for Federal-aid highway construction. 
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The Federal Highway Administration has 

recently published three documents. These 

publications may be purchased from the 

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern- 

ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 

20402, prepaid. The following paragraphs give 

a brief description of each publication and its 

purchase price. 

Quality Assurance in Highway 
Construction 

Quality Assurance in Highway Construction 

(50 cents a copy) contains a reprint of an 

article published in six parts in the February— 

December 1969 issues of PUBLIC ROADS, 

90 

New Publications 

A JOURNAL OF HIGHWAY RESEARCH, vol. 35, 

Nos. 6-11. These parts, together, form a com- 

prehensive report of the results of research on 

highway quality assurance in the last 6 

years; they have been combined in a single 

report to facilitate use of the information by 

those in the highway field who are concerned 

with controlling the quality of highway 

construction. 

The material in this report is a significant 

contribution to the lrterature on current high- 

way construction and the ability to measure 

it. Highway builders and inspectors should 

find it a valuable stepping stone to similar 

examination of their construction. State high- 

way personnel who participated in the research 

have gained valuable experience on construc. 

tion quality and have used it to evaluat. 

their sampling and testing methods ant 

procedures. 

The report illustrates the importance 0 

random samples in the measurement proces. 

and the benefits of control charts in the dail: 

routine of projects inspection. 

Bridge Inspector’s Training Manual 

Bridge Inspector's Training Manual, 197\ 

($2.50 a copy) provides guidelines for thi 
training of bridge inspectors. It is not intendec 

to provide a complete treatment of bridg' 

(Continued on p. 91) 
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- Photologging 

(Continued from p. 74) 

‘hystem because of the increased number of 

signs and other traffic control devices. 

Following a presentation of the Capitol 
Beltway film, representatives of one major city 

astimated that traffic control devices could be 

nventoried from a photolog more quickly 

shan by the ususal field-crew-survey method 

und would result in substantial savings. Their 

ast inventory in 1965 required 10 men working 

| year to obtain data by Polaroid cameras 
at a cost of 25 cents per picture. It was 
estimated that a photolog could produce such 

jata for less than 5 cents per picture, and could 
ye accomplished by two men in a relatively 

short period of time. The 35mm. negatives, 

orocessed in roll form, are more amenable 

0 data reduction than Polaroid prints, as 
{ 7 ; Figs ue 
negatives can be projected on a viewing screen. 

- A photolog will not replace actual on-site 
inspections for obtaining detailed analyses 
of roadway geometrics or terrain. However, it 

has been found in Oregon that routine jobs, 

juch as answering inquiries from the public and 
pinpointing accident locations from accident 
‘eports, can be performed in the office and 
educe travel costs and nonproductive travel 

‘ime. 

Soil-Portland Cement 

Thickness Design 

(Continued from p. 82) 

| In the Federal Aviation Administration, a 

j-inch soil-cement base course is used for 

yasic-utility-type airports that serve aircraft 

veighing less than 8,000 pounds. A 6-inch 
sement-treated aggregate base course has also 

deen used for facilities that serve aircraft with 

ritical weights of 110,000 pounds on a dual 

anding gear. Several equivalencies for soil- 

vement and cement-treated aggregate have 

deen established by the agency. For example, 

. given thickness of soil-cement is considered 

equivalent to the same thickness of aggregate 

or macadam subbase when used for pavements 

jerving aircraft with gross weights of more 

shan 30,000 pounds. The same equivalencies 

ipply to bases used for pavements that serve 

ureraft with gross weights of less than 30,000 

_)ounds. In base courses, 1 inch of cement- 

reated aggregate is considered equal to 1% 

_ aches of crushed aggregate, caliche, lime-rock, 

| ‘hell, penetration macadam, or emulsified- 

isphalt aggregate base course. The Federal 

Aviation Administration also indicated that in 
. ome embankment sections, subgrade soil is 

nodified with cement to depths of 12 inches 

or more, in layers. 

|, The Naval Facilities Engineering Command 
sstimated that, in the last 3 years, 144 million 

‘quare yards of soil-cement and 600,000 

‘quare yards of cement-treated aggregate 
lave been used in construction. This agency 

has estimated that for rigid pavement base, 
_ inch of cement-treated aggregate is equiva- 

UBLIC ROADS ® Vol. 36, No. 4 

lent to 2 inches of gravel, and that for flexible 

pavement base, 1 inch of cement-treated 

aggregate is equivalent to 1.33 inches of gravel. 

These estimates are based on experience. 

The Corps of Engineers has used cement- 

stabilized materials extensively, having con- 

structed total thicknesses of as much as 24 

inches, in 6-inch layers. Equivalent CBR 

values have been used to incorporate strength 

properties into their design procedure. For 

example, material defined as stabilized sub- 

grade is assigned a CBR value of 50, soil- 

cement subbase a CBR value of 50-80, and 

soil-cement base a CBR value of 80 or more. 

When the cement content is less than that 

required to meet their criteria for durable 

soil-cement, the measured CBR values are 

used in the design procedure. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions are based on an 

overall analysis of questionnaire responses: 

e Soil-cement is used more frequently as a 

base course in secondary roads, and cement- 

treated aggregate more frequently as a base 

for flexible pavements of primary and Inter- 

state highways and as a subbase for rigid 

pavements. 

e In the majority of organizations, expe- 

rience and equipment capabilities dictate the 

thickness of cement-stabilized layers. 

e The practical maximum layer thickness 

for cement-stabilized material is regarded by 

most organizations to be 8 inches. 

e Nearly all the agencies use an unconfined 

compressive strength test to evaluate the 

strength properties of cement-stabilized 

mixtures. 

e For thickness design, most highway 

departments use the correlations between 

unconfined compressive strength and _ co- 

efficients of relative strength determined in 

the AASHO road test. These coefficients are 

used directly in the AASHO Interim Guide 

for the Design of Flexible Pavement Structures, 

or are converted to equivalent gravel factors 

for use in CBR or other pavement-design 

methods. 

Photogrammetry 

(Continued from p. 87) 

(12) Aerotriangulation: Image Coordinate 

Refinement, by M. Keller and G. C. Tewinkel, 

Technical Bulletin No. 25, Coast and Geodetic 

Survey, U.S. Department of Commerce, 

March 1965. 

(13) Electronic Computer Program for Stereo- 

comparator Coordinate Reduction, by J. R. 

Chaves (TIES Computer Program R-0100) 

U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal 

Highway Administration, March 1970. 

(14) Photogrammetric Map Checking, by 

G. P. Katibah, Photogrammetry and Aerial 

Surveys, Developments and Applications— 

1961, Highway Research Board Bulletin 312. 

(15) Proceedings of the Second International 

Photogrammetric Conference in Ottawa on the 

Analytical Plotter, National Research Council 

of Canada and Canadian Institute of Sur- 
veying, April 1963. 

(16) The Analytical Plotter AP-2C and Its 
Interfacing With an IBM 360-50 System, by 
G. Koneeny, presented at the 1969 Symposium 
on Computational Photogrammetry, State 
University of Forestry, Syracuse, N.Y. 

(17) Applying Stereomat Orthophotographs 

to Highway Route Location, by R. O'Connell, 

Consulting Engineer, November 1969, pp. 
118-122. 

New Publeations 

(Continued from p. 90) 

inspection. This manual is a guide both for 

instruction and for the conduct of bridge 

inspections. 

Chapter I of this manual outlines, in general 

terms, the primary duties of the bridge 

inspector, the essential requirements for the 

training of bridge inspectors, and the prereq- 

uisite qualifications for individuals selected 

for such training. Chapter II provides a 

simplified classification of bridge types and 

a rudimentary explanation of simple me- 

chanics. Chapter III explains the planning 

of a bridge inspection operation and the use 

of an inspection field book. Chapter IV 

describes the methodology and the procedural 

sequence to be followed in conducting a 

bridge inspection. Chapter V instructs, in- 

forms, and guides the bridge inspector so 

as to enable him to recognize the various 

kinds of bridge deterioration, to pinpoint 

their location, and to categorize and describe 

their severity. Chapter VI contains a brief 

discussion of methods for reporting inspection 

results and making recommendations. 

Hydraulics of Bridge Waterways— 

Second Edition 

Hydraulics of Bridge Waterways, Bulletin 

No. 1 in the Hydraulic Design Series, 1970 

($1.25 a copy), is a lll-page revised edition 

of the 1960 publication. It presents simplified 

methods for computing backwater caused by 

bridges. These methods were developed from 

extensive model tests and actual measure- 

ments of flow on streams with wide flood 

plains. New material includes information 

on partially inundated superstructures, the 

proportioning of spur dikes at bridge abut- 

ments, and supercritical flow under a bridge 

together with examples. 

The nature of the new bulletin is indicated 

by the chapter titles: Computation of back- 
water; difference in water level across ap- 

proach embankments; configuration of back- 

water; dual bridges; abnormal stage-discharge 

condition; effect of scour on backwater; 

superstructure partially inundated ; spur dikes; 

flow passes through critical depth; preliminary 

field and design procedures; illustrative 

examples; and discussion of procedures and 

limitations of method. 

This publication is intended to provide, 

within the limitations described, a means 

of computing the effect of a given bridge upon 

the flow of the stream it is proposed to span. 
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A list of articles in pastissues of Pusiic Roavs and title sheets 

for volumes 24-35 are available upon request from the Federal 

Highway A dministration, U.S. Department of Transportation, 

Washington, D.C. 20591. 

_ The following publications are sold by the Superintendent of 

Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. 

Orders should be sent direct to the Superintendent of Documents. 

Prepayment is required. 

Accidents on Main Rural Highways—Related to Speed, Driver, 

and Vehicle (1964). 35 cents. 

Aggregate Gradation for Highways: Simplification, Standardiza- 

_ tion, and Uniform Application, and A New Graphical Evalua- 

tion Chart (1962). 25 cents. 

\merica’s Lifelines—Federal Aid for Highways (1969). 35 cents. 

Analysis and Modeling of Relationships between Accidents and 

the Geometric and Traffic Characteristics of the Interstate 

| System (1969). $1.00. 

\ Book About Space (1968). 75 cents. 

3ridge Inspector's Training Manual (1970). $2.50. 

Che Bridge to Your Success (1969). 45 cents. 

Jalibrating & Testing a Gravity Model for Any Size Urban Area 

(1968). $1.00. 

Japacity Analysis Techniques for Design of Signalized Intersec- 

' tions (Reprint of August and October 1967 issues of PUBLIC 

ROADS, a Journal of Highway Research). 45 cents. 

YJonstruction Safety Requirements, Federal Highway Projects 

(1967). 50 cents. 

‘orrugated Metal Pipe (1970). 385 cents. 

Sreating, Organizing, & Reporting Highway Needs Studies 

| (Highway Planning Technical Report No. 1) (1963). 15 cents. 

fatal and Injury Accident Rates on Federal-Aid and Other High- 
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Modal Split—Documentation of Nine Methods for Estimating 
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Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (1968). 45 cents. 
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Reinforced Concrete Bridge Members—Ultimate Design (1969). 

45 cents. 

Reinforced Concrete Pipe Culverts—Criteria for Structural De- 
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Road-User and Personal Property Taxes on Selected Motor 
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